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ABSTRACT

A parallel-plate ionization chamber with variable plate separation,

variable gas and gas pressure facilities and detachable wall

materials has been constructed for use in a (d(l5MeV) +Be)

cyclotron produced neutron field.

Charge per unit plate separation measurements as a function

of plate separation have been made with tissue-equivalent plastic/

tissue equivalent gas (TE/TE), TE/Air, C/CO^, C/Air and C/TE
chambers in the range 0.1-18mm. It was shown that measurement

errors occur with C/CC^ and C/TE chambers in an air atmosphere as

a result of the porosity of the graphite wall. All chamber

combinations gave (qga^./d) distributions as a function of d, in
agreement with existing kerma, stopping power and range data.

A theoretical analysis of the relative charged particle distribution

in C/C02> C/Air and C/TE chambers due to the individual wall and gas

particles has been made and the calculated results have been

compared with the (q^^/d) against d measurements. The predominant
particles considered in each case are as follows -

C/CC>2 - ~^C, ^Be, "^0, "^C recoils and a particles
C/Air - 12C, ^Be, "*"^0, C, "^C, "^B recoils, a particles

and protons

C/TE - ^2C, ^Be, "^0, 15C, recoils, a particles and protons

In the cases of O/CO^ and G/Air chambers, close agreement has been
obtained between the theory and experiment; in the case of C/TE



chamber, agreement is poor, due primarily to the higji proton

contribution from TE gas.

A method has been described for deriving the V values in any gas

for recoils from any conducting solid, based on a Bragg^Gray

Approximation. Experiments to substantiate this derivation

were carried out using TE plastic and carbon chambers filled with

TE gas, air, CH^ and argon. For protons issuing from the
TE plastic wall, the present measurements support the W values as

recommended by ICHU 31 for GO^, air and argon; new values of W
are suggested for TE gas and CH^. For recoil particles issuing
from the carbon wall, the present measurements for TE gas, CO^
and CH^ agree with the measurements of other authors, to within
the limits of experimental error; new values of W are suggested

for air and argon.

It has been established that a photon calibration in 300kv x-rays

compared with direct dimension measurement in the determination of

the mass of gas, m, in the cavity, gives good agreement for the

C/Air and TE/TE chambers. Therefore, having obtained a reliable

value of m for TE/TE chamber, the absorbed dose in the neutron

beam was measured, and consequently the absorbed dose in tissue

was derived. The TE/TE chamber gave the same absorbed dose value,

to within 1%, as a thimble type polythene/air chamber, which is

used in routine dosimetry.
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PREFACE

Fast neutrons have been used since 1938 "the treatment of

malignant disease in humans. Stone and his colleagues (1940, 1942,

1948) abandoned their programme of therapy in 1948 because of

discouragingly poor results, especially distressing late effects.

Stone's failure was due to lack of knowledge regarding the

influence of the fractionation scheme on the Relative Biological

Effectiveness (RBE) of the neutrons, resulting in an under¬

estimation of the doses applied (Sheline et al 197l)«

An important hypothesis which has emerged since then, is that of

the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER), (Churchill-Davidson et al 1957»

Gray et al 1953)* Anoxic cells in a tumour are not killed as

readily by x-rays and 2f-rays as are well-oxygenated healthy cells.

A practical method of reducing this differential effect would be

to use radiations of a quality which cause cell injury irrespective

of the amount of oxygen present, i.e. high Linear Energy Transfer

(LET) radiations. Therefore, the use of fast neutrons with more

rational schemes of fractionation makes neutron therapy a definite

and desirable possibility.

In 1967, a clinical trial of fast neutrons began at Hammersmith

Hospital, London, using patients with very poor prognoses. Before

analysis had been completed, the results of fast neutron therapy

(Catterall et al 1974, 1975, 1977) were sufficiently encouraging for

the Medical Research Council to approve the establishment of a new

facility at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh specifically for

fast neutron therapy. This thesis arises from the Neutron Dosimetry

Programme associated with the Edinburgh Neutron Trial.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Efficient neutron therapy can only be achieved by accurate neutron

dosimetry. Since neutrons dissipate their energy in tissue through

different nuclear reactions with the various constituents of the

material, the energy deposition is characterised by a complex

spectrum of secondary charged particles. The type of interaction

processes depend strongly upon the energy of the neutrons, hence a

knowledge of the neutron energy spectrum is required. The fast

neutron beam from the M.R.C. cyclotron at Edinburgh results from

the bombardment of a beryllium target with 15 MeV deuterons,

producing deuteron stripping and the ^Be(d,n)^B reaction, among

others. The resulting neutron spectrum extends from 0 to 18 MeV,

the mean energy of the spectrum being 6.5 MeV (Bonnett, 1979) (Fig. l.l).

Auxier et al (1969) have listed 33 possible mechanisms whereby

neutrons in the range 0 to 20 MeV deposit their energy in tissue. At

an average neutron energy of 6.5 MeV, approximately 85 per cent of the

absorbed dose in tissue is due to recoil protons resulting from

elastic scattering of the fast neutrons with hydrogen (Bewley, 1963).
The remaining 15 per cent is due to heavy recoil nuclei, such as

carbon, oxygen and nitrogen and the products of nuclear reactions with

these elements, e.g. a particles from the^0(n, ct)"^C, ~^C(n, a)^Be and
12
C(n,n')3a reactions. Although only approximately 15per cent of the

absorbed dose in tissue is due to reactions other than with hydrogen,

the biological effect of this fraction might be greater than its

contribution to the absorbed dose suggests, since the particles

responsible can have LET values much higher than those of recoil protons.
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The objective of dose-determinations carried out for the application

of neutrons in radiotherapy is to obtain a precise description of the

energy deposition in irradiated material, in order to obtain an

unambiguous correspondence with observed responses of biological

systems.

The tissue-equivalent ionization chamber is a convenient and

reasonably accurate method of measuring the total absorbed dose of

radiation. The introduction of this radiation sensitive device into

a medium necessitates the consideration of cavity-chamber theory; in

the case of x and Jf - radiation, the Bragg-Gray Theory is normally

employed. The Bragg^-Gray relation which relates the absorbed dose D

in the material of the wall of the ionization chamber to the charge

collected, Q, is:

w (s ) aD = — v m,g/ -31
e ° m

where W is the average energy to create an ion pair, e is the

electronic charge,
^ is the mass stopping power ratio of wall to

cavity material and m is the mass of the gas in the cavity. This

theory rests on the basic requirement that the dimensions of the

cavity should be a very small fraction of the range of the charged

particles which cross it. For x and -ray dosimetry at energies

used in therapy this condition presents no problems as the electrons

produced in cavity gases, such as air and COp, have ranges of the
order of metres. However, neutron dosimetry becomes more

complicated in that the secondary particles produced by neutrons

include a variety of charged particles of vastly differing ranges.
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For example, in air at atmospheric pressure, the .maximum range of

protons at a neutron energy of 6.5MeV is likely to be about 40cm

because of the predominance of elastic scattering, while the maximum
X2 16

ranges of a particles and heavy nuclei, such as C and 0, are

about 2cm and 3mm respectively. Generally for a given neutron

energy, the maximum range of the recoil protons is about 20 times

that of the a particles and 200 times that of the heavy recoils of

carbon and oxygen (ICHH 26). On the other hand, recoil protons

produced by neutrons of a given energy have ranges of less than a

tenth of the ranges of secondary electrons produced by photons of

the same energy. Therefore, the size of cavity which satisfies the

BraggMlray Theory for neutrons can be easily achieved for recoil

protons, but is inconveniently small for the heavier secondary recoils.

However, the Fano Theorem (Burlin, 1968), which is a modification

of the Bragg-Gray Theory, recognises that the charged particle flux

will remain undisturbed when the atomic composition of the gas is

the same as the wall material, so that the size limitation can be

relaxed. In practice, it is only rarely that the gas and wall

material can be chosen with identical atomic composition. Generally

the effective atomic numbers of wall and gas are matched by adjusting

the proportions of mixtures of materials with different atomic

numbers; it is particularly important that the hydrogen content be

the same because of the preponderant influence of interactions with

hydrogen. Therefore, most ionization chambers employed in practical

neutron dosimetry are more or less homogeneous, so that a stopping

power ratio of unity between wall and gas is expected, in the absence

of any phase effect (Watt et al 1977). The different composition
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between Shonka tissue-equivalent plastic (Smathers et al 1977) and

tissue-equivalent gas is expected to introduce corrections of only

a few percent (Dennis 1979)• The subject of stopping power ratios

for inhomogeneous chambers in neutron dosimetry is poorly documented.

A saturation value of collected charge is required in the Bragg-Gray

Theory. As a result of neutron irradiation, initial recombination

takes place along the tracks of the recoil particles, as opposed to

general recombination as in the case of electrons resulting from

x-irradiation. In experimental studies by Scott and Greening (1963),

different extrapolation approaches in the near saturation region

must be applied according to the predominance of the respective

recombination processes.

The ratio of W values for neutrons compared to photons or electrons

presents another source of uncertainty in the Bragg-Gray Theory

because of the variety of ions produced. It is recommended that

Wc/W^ (ratio of W for a calibration using photons to ¥ for neutrons)
for tissue-equivalent gas be taken to be 0.95 (iCHtJ 26). Recent V

measurements in tissue-equivalent gas for protons and other heavy

recoil nuclei have been combined with neutron energy transfer data

to derive Vjj as a function of neutron energy (Goodman and Coyne 1980).
A single average value of = 31» 9 - 0.9eV over the energy range

0.1 - 20MeV is recommended.

All materials irradiated by neutrons are also exposed to gamma rays,

as, even in the unlikely event of the neutron beam being free of

gamma rays, inelastic collisions within the irradiated material will

give rise to gamma rays. The method normally used for the measurement

of the neutron and gamma ray dose components in a mixed n- 5 field
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involves comparison of the response of a hydrogenous ionization

chamber with that of a non-hydrogenous one. A knowledge of the

neutron and gamma ray sensitivities of the two chambers then allows

the solution of two simultaneous linear equations to obtain

separately the neutron and gamma ray absorbed doses (ICEC 26). In

practice, the major source of error is the inability to determine

an accurate value of the neutron sensitivity of the gamma ray

detector.

This project is an attempt to investigate the energy deposition of

neutrons in the gas cavity of an extrapolation chamber, bearing in

mind the uncertainties described above. The extrapolation chamber

is parallel-plate with demountable wall materials made of both

hydrogenous and non-hydrogenous substances, i.e. tissue-equivalent

Shonka plastic and graphite, thus presenting the situation of having

both neutron sensitive and neutron insensitive devices. A gas flow

facility allows the introduction of tissue-equivalent gas, CO^ and
dry air at atmospheric pressure for a homogeneous or ihhomogeneous

chamber as required. An adjustable plate separation gives a wide

range of cavity sizes. When the reduction of plate separation

becomes physically inadvisable, a variable gas pressure facility for

pressures less than atmospheric gives the equivalent of reduced plate

separation.

With these variables, it should be possible to obtain the fraction of

ionization from "wall" particles, "gas" particles, "heavy" ions,

protons and electrons, by measuring the increment of ionization per

increment of chamber volume.
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CHAPTER 2

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OP THE PAHALLEL-PLATE IONIZATION CHAMBEB

A schematic diagram of the extrapolation chamber chosen to carry out

the objectives described in the previous chapter is shown in Figure

2.1. This is a parallel-plate chamber with relatively large diameter

of collecting electrode (3.3cm) to give well-defined geometry and

good sensitivity. For large plate separations, however, the electric

field may be irregular at the edges of the collecting volume due to

space charge effects, the electric field strength being considerably

higher at the" plates than at the centre of the gap (Boag, 1963).

Two sets of collecting electrodes, high tension electrodes and guard

rings of 2mm thickness were constructed of A-I5O Shonka tissue-

equivalent plastic and graphite. These electrodes were made exchange¬

able by the construction of specially machined screws of the same

materials which hold each set in position.

The plate separation was made adjustable by threading a large support

made of perspex for the H.T. electrode onto a smaller support made of

P.T.F.E. which accommodates the centre electrode and guard ring.

P.T.F.E. was chosen as a base for the collecting electrode because

it is not hydrogenous, therefore contributing minimal charge through

protons produced by neutron interactions to the collected charge.

The outer support although made of perspex, a hydrogenous material,

is not so important as far as the hydrogen content is concerned,

because any protons should be intercepted by the guard ring before

reaching the collecting electrode. Perspex was chosen for ease of

machining and rigidity.
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A gas flow facility was required for cavity gases at atmospheric

and below atmospheric pressures. It would have been very difficult

to simultaneously seal off the gas cavity of the chamber and also

provide a variable plate separation. Also a pressure differential

between the cavity pressure and atmospheric pressure may have

distorted both H.T. electrodes, and would probably have resulted in

the shattering of the graphite H.T. electrode. For this reason, gas.

entry and exit apertures were constructed for flow through the

chamber of gases such as COg at atmospheric pressure. For pressures
below atmospheric, a vacuum tight tank of mild steel with external

manometer has been constructed as shown in Figure 2.2. Stainless

steel windows of 0.5nim thickness were placed at both end plates.

Figure 2.3 shows the relatively large diameter valve (l) which

enables the system to be pumped down to low pressures e.g.

10 ^ Pa («"10 ^ Torr). The actual pressure range required in this

experiment is from 5 x 10^ to 10^ Pa (^40-760 Torr) but the fact

that the apparatus can sustain lower pressures indicates that the

leak rate will be minimal. A needle valve (2) enables the desired

gas to be introduced in correct quantities, the final required

pressure being displayed on a 0 - 1000mm mercury manometer.

To allow the plate separation to be varied remotely while the

chamber is contained in the tank, teeth were cut in the outer

support of the chamber and a motor was fitted to a rotating support

holding a piece of threaded brass (Figure 2.4) which rotates the

outer support. A continuous H.T. connection and a counting system in

the form of an on-off switch were also required for non-manual and non

visual manoeuvring. Electrical connections (3) to the chamber were

made through the back of the tank (Figure 2.3).
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The collected charge is displayed on a Keithley Digital Electrometer,

Model 6l6, as integrated charge. Connection was made from the

electrometer to the chamber via triax cable, the outer screen of

which carries the H.T. voltage, the inner screen connecting the

guard ring to earth potential and the central conductor connecting

the centre electrode to the electrometer input. The fact that the

plate separation is variable required the precaution of an

•electrometer protection circuit' (Appendix l) as designed by

Bottrill and Jeffries (1979) in the event of the H.T. electrode

touching the collecting electrode.
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FIGURE 2,2.
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CHAPTER 3

PROBLEMS OF THE IONIZATION CHAMBER

To teat if the ionization chamber functioned properly, the saturation

characteristics of the tissue-equivalent (TE)/air and graphite (c)/

air configurations when exposed to 25O kv X-rays, were measured.

According to Greening (1964), the predominant recombination process

expected for X-rays is general or volume recombination which follows

the relationship:-

1_ = 1 + constant
1 Sat V2 C-1)

where q is the measured charge, Q.ga^. is the saturation charge and 7
is the polarizing voltage.

Thereafter, a measurement of charge per unit volume was expected to

be constant for an X-ray source.

Charge measurements were made using a Keithley Digital electrometer,

with dose comparisons obtained using a second graphite ionization

thimble type chamber. The X-ray source was a Siemens 25O kv X-ray

set (2.7mm Cu H.V.L.).

3.1 Saturation Measurements

The first saturation measurements of the basic chamber, both in the

TE/air and C/air configurations, did not follow the linear relationship
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of equation (j.l). Instead l/v varied as l/q11, where n > 1. The

following modifications were therefore mades-

5.1.1 Screening

The non-linear relationship would have been present if there was

radiation induced leakage from the PTFE and perspex supports,

(Fowler, 1956)»(Fowler et al., 1955> 195<0» combat this effect,

these supports were coated with a conducting layer of DAG (Graphite

diluted in alcohol), which effectively screened all external surfaces.

A continuous earthed connection was required at the back of the

chamber to allow the variation of plate separation.

5.1.2 Air Gaps

The additional contribution to the collected charge at high, voltages,

may have originated at the rear of the collecting screw, where a

section of unscreened cable was exposed to the surrounding air. A

new collecting system was implemented, which involved a specially

fabricated nut (Fig. 5»l)« A BNC connector was housed in a brass nut,

which in turn was housed in a 'Tufnol* support, all gaps being filled

with silicon rubber solution.

5.1.5 Insulating Tissue-Equivalent Guard Ring

Certain problems may have arisen from the use of a TE

plastic guard ring. Due to the small gap between the high voltage

electrode and the guard ring, there could be a small current flowing

across the surface of the insulator to the guard. TE plastic can

have a hi^i surface resistance of up to 1MQ according to ICHD" 26.
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A high resistance at the contact between the retaining screw and the

plate, and a high resistance at the point at which the screw is

connected to the inner screen might have caused a potential difference

between the guard ring and earth due to this leakage current.

This would in turn create a potential difference between the collecting

electrode and guard ring, thereby causing irregular field patterns

and inaccurate charge collection (Boag, 1964).

To eliminate the problem entirely, the poorly conducting TE guard ring

was discarded and the conducting graphite guard ring used in all

chamber configurations.

5.1.4 Polarity Effect

After the above modifications were made, the chamber exhibited

an unexpected polarity effect. Most ionization chambers exhibit

a polarity effect to a greater or lesser degree, with many possible

causes, e.g. contact, thermal or electrolytic emf's in the measuring

circuit, the different mobilities of +ve and -ve ions, space charge

distortion of electric field in the gas etc. (Boag, 1966). The

resulting saturation curves for positive and negative polarizing

voltages normally have the same value of slope, one being displaced

from the other by a constant amount. This, however, was not the

case for either the TE/air or C/air chambers. For negative

polarizing voltages, the saturation curves followed the linear

relationship of equation (3.1), but for positive polarizing voltages,

l/V varied as l/q^, where M > 1.
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This could have been because of a difference in property of the

collecting electrode and guard ring, e.g. their surfaces non-

planar, or a difference in their potential. To test if this

was the case, large collecting electrodes of both TE plastic and

graphite with the same outer diameter as the guard rings were

used in the chamber without a guard ring present. The resulting

saturation curves did not follow the linear relationship of

equation (3.1), (and were not expected to do so for a variety of

reasons, for example, air gaps, no guard ring to intercept any

leakage current and badly defined electric fields because of the

resulting shape of the collecting volume) but were similar for

both positive and negative polarizing voltages.

If there was a difference in potential between the collecting

electrode and the guard ring, this could have been due to a

contact potential between graphite and brass and TE plastic and

brass, resulting in the situation described in section (3.1.3).

A potential was applied to the guard ring, which was varied such

that at both positive and negative low polarizing voltages, the

collected charge readings were similar. This occured at O.O84

- O.OO5V for the graphite chamber and 0.100 £ 0.005V for the TE

chamber.

The resulting saturation curves now followed the linear

relationship of equation (3•1) for both positive and negative

polarities and all plate separations.
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3.2 Charge Per Unit Volume Measurements

The charge per unit volume was measured by varying the plate

separation (d) and calculating the saturation charge per unit plate

separation (q_ a^./d) which should be constant for an X-ray source.
As shown in Table 3«1» Iga-fcA'- was no"k constant for either the TE/air
or C/air chambers.

3.2.1 Large Insulating Gap between
Centre Electrode and Guard Ring

The additional charge at small d was thought to originate from

the relatively large gap of "1mm between the collecting electrode

and guard ring. For a 1mm plate separation the collecting volume
3 3

is supposed to be 0.855cms . This additional volume is 0.021cms

which would have contributed a maximum of 2.46% to the collecting

volume. There would also have been field distortion at the edges

of the collecting volume.

A PTEE ring was constructed such that it would fill the gap between

the collector and guard ring. This ring was used in two forais,

first as an insulator between collector and guard ring, and secondly

with a conducting layer of DAG on the upper surface to minimise the

insulating gap (Pig. 3*2). In both cases, measurement of q.ga_j./d as
a function of d, indicated that there was still field distortion.

Therefore, a new guard ring of smaller inner diameter had to be

constructed to minimise the additional volume: the estimated gap

width is now 0.2mm. New saturation curves with no potential applied
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to the guard ring now followed the relationship of equation (3.1),

indicating that the polarity effect was not due to a difference in

potential between collector and guard ring but due to the insulating

gap being too large (Love et al. 1935)* applied potential

would have counteracted this effect.

3.2.2 Plate Separation Inaccuracy

An accurate method of measurement of plate separation must be used

to ensure accurate 0.3a^-/^ measurements. Originally d was determined
by placing a spacer of thickness jam between the collector and H.T.

electrode, and each subsequent revolution increasing or reducing d

by 1mm. This method assumed the thread pitch to be exactly 1mm.

Another method was to set the exact distance from the inside face

of the H.T. electrode to the centre electrode, using a depth

micrometer. This method again assumed that the thread pitch was

exactly 1mm and that all faces were exactly parallel and planar.

The most accurate method was to take measurements from an independent

origin. By placing the chamber on a stationary solid object (e.g.

the bed of a milling machine) and measuring the horizontal movement

with a dial test indicator, d could be set to the desired value,

and subsequent errors in thread pitch could be measured. Table j.2

shows that with an accurate d = 10mm setting, the subsequent error

in thread pitch can be as much as 6% at d = "Imm.

Using this method of determination of d, the saturation charge per

unit volume was constant for both C/air and TE/air chambers when
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exposed to 250kv X-rays (Table 3«3)« Hie corresponding saturation

characteristics for both TE/air and C/air chambers are shown in

Figures 3*3 and 3-4 for plate separations of 10.0, 8.03> 6.05,

4.06, 2.06 and 1.06mm.



TE/airChamber

C/airChamber

d.mms.

qsat/dC10"00™1"1)
qsat/d(lO^Cmm"1)

10

0.588

O.565

8

0.584

0.566

6

0.591

0.572

4

0.605

O.576

3

0.616

O.58O

2

O.656

0.590

f

TheresultsforTE/airandC/airarenotcomparable.



TABLE5.2

No.ofclockwise revolutions

PlateSeparation assuming1mm thread,pitch(mm)
Actualplate separation (mm—0.005n™)

0

10.0

10.000

1

9.0

9.018

2

8.0

8.029

3

7.0

7.033

4

6.0

6.O48

5

5.0

5.055

6

4.0

4.055

7

3.0

3.055

8

2.0

2.055

9

1.0

1.055



TABLE5.5

TE/AirChamber

C/Air

Chamber

d(mms)

^sat^ldO^Cmm""1)
(qsat/d)2dO^Cmnf1)
(qsat/d)ld0"8^1)
(<W/d>2(lO^CMn"1)

-0.005mm 10.0

0.614

0.612

0.612

0.610

8.029

0.615

0.610

0.612

0.610

6.048

0.611

0.612

0.611

0.610

4.O55

0.615

0.611

0.615

0.615

2.055

0.611

0.610

0.618

0.617

I.O55

0.615

0.615

0.612

O.615

(<W/d)iusesthevalueof0.a.j.obtainedfromasaturationcurve. hsat/d)2measuresonevalueofcollectedchargeqatoneparticularpolarizing voltage,qiscorrectedforsaturationtoobtainq,.
S3/U

TheresultsforTE/AirandC/Airchambersarenotcomparable.
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FIGURE 5.5 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF T.E. PLASTIC/
AIR CHAMBER EXPOSED TO 250K7 X-RAYS

FIGURE 3,3,
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FIGURE 5.4 SATURATION CHARACTER!STICS OF GRAPHITE/AIR
CHAMBER EXPOSED TO 25QKV X-RAYS

V 2 X10 3
FIGURE 3.4.
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CHAPTER 4

IONIZATION MEASUREMENTS AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

A. 1 Experimental Arrangement

The design of the Fixed Horizontal Beam (FEB) of the MRC Cyclotron

is shown in Fig. 4«1> "the physical aspects of which have been

described by Williams et al. (1979)- The front surface of the

ionization chamber was placed at a distance of 125cm FSB (Fig. 4»2),

which, for experimental purposes, means that the distance from the end

of the collimator to the front surface of the ionization chamber is

35cm. This distance was maintained when the ionization chamber was

contained in the pressure tank, or corrections made accordingly. The

11 x 11cm and 12 x 10cm collimators were used throughout to give

unifoim dose distribution over the collecting area of the chamber.

The calibration of the FEB was checked at regular intervals using a

conducting polythene/air thimble type chamber, which is calibrated

against an A-150 tissue-equivalent chamber which was used as a

calibration standard. A set of readings from the polythene/air

chamber was also obtained before neutron irradiation of the extra¬

polation chamber, thereby relating all subsequent charge measurements.

A.1.1 Saturation Characteristics

The type of recombination expected for neutron irradiation is initial

recombination. The procedure for the determination of saturation

charge in the presence of initial recombination is based on the Jaffe

theory of Columnar Ionization (Zanstra, 1935)* Most of the ionization
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is secondary, as the primary particle leaves along its tracks clusters

of secondary ions. If these clusters are close enough together, they

become cylindrical in shape, hence columnar. The ion density at

-b2/r2distance r from the axis is proportional to e where b is the

initial radius of column.

The fraction of ions which escapes recombination is:-

N = 1 = measured charge (4-1)
No

~

oNo f(x7 saturation charge1
8tcD

where a = recombination coefficient

No = number of ion pairs per cm of path length

D = diffusion coefficient

f(x) = eX in H (ix), H is a Hankel function
— o o

(Zanstra, 1935)

(bk X sin 0)2 (4.2)
2D

where k = average mobility

X = polarizing voltage
plate separation

sin0 - average angular distribution

Re-arranging equation 4«1 -

1 = 1 + K ffcc) (4.3)
^meas ^sat ^sat

For each value of x, f(x) can be obtained from Zanstra's tables. For
I

x > 10, Zanstra approximates f(x) to (it/2x)2; it is normally assumed
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that this approximation holds and that f (x) is therefore proportional

to Y"1.

From equation 4«3 ~

1 = 1 + constant

Sneas ^sat

4.1.1.1 TE Plastic Chamber Saturation Curves

As shown in Figures 4*3 and 4«4» "the normalized relationship of

q~satA^aieas against l/Y provides an adequate extrapolation procedure
for the TE plastic chamber with both air and TE gas filling at all

plate separations. A linear regression calculation has been

performed on all the measured charge values in order to obtain the

most accurate values of saturation charge. The values of saturation

charge at all plate separations for both TE/Air and TE/TE chambers

are shown in Table 4«1. Using this saturation method of determination,

the amount of ionization per increment of plate separation is constant

in the range 1 - 10mm, within an experimental error of - 1%.

4.1.1.2 Graphite Chamber Saturation Ourves

Pearson et al. (1979) have pointed out that a problem may arise

with the use of gases other than air in a graphite ionization

chamber due to the porosity of graphite. At high flow rates, the

porosity of graphite should not present any problems as the flow

rate of, for example, COp, would be greater than the rate of
diffusion of air back into the chamber. If the gas flow rate was

not sufficiently high, the cavity gas would be impure and an

(4-4)
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ionization error would arise. To avoid the issue entirely, the

ionization chamber could be placed in the vacuum tight tank filled

with the required gas.

To find out if the porosity of graphite would affect ionization

measurements, and to obtain the saturation characteristics of the

graphite chamber with pure cavity gases, saturation measurements

were made both in air atmosphere and cavity gas atmosphere.

4.1.1.2.1. Graphite/Air Saturation Curves

As shown in Fig. 4-5 "the normalized relationship of qsa^./qmea3
against l/V again provides an adequate extrapolation procedure

for the graphite/air chamber at all plate separations. The

values of saturation charge are shown in Table 4*2, and show a

constant Q.sa^./^ T°r plate separations in the range 1 - 5mm, to
within an experimental error of - O.^/o. There is a slight increase

in in the range 6 - 8mm, which may be incorporated in a

constancy from 1 - 8mm to within an experimental error of - 1%.

There is then a definite increase in qga-|-/d for plate separations
of 9 and 10mm.

4.1.1.2.2 Saturation Curves for both Graphite/TE gas in Air

Atmosphere and Graphite/TE gas in TE gas Atmosphere

As shown in Figures 4.6 and 4«7> both sets of curves follow the

relationship of equation (4-4) as an extrapolation procedure at

all plate separations. The values of saturation charge for both

cases are shown in Table 4«3« At all plate separations, the values
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of Q-gg^/d- f°r "the chamber in an air atmosphere are less than qga_j./d
values in a TE gas atmosphere, the largest difference being a 2.9%

difference at 8mm.

This would indicate that there is, in fact, air contamination of the

TE cavity gas when the chamber is in an air atmosphere. This is

further confirmed by comparing Tables 4.2 and 4.3(ii)> where the

q.gat/d values in Table 4*3(id) correspond to a pure TE cavity gas.
The neutron sensitivity of the graphite/air chamber is lower than

that of the graphite/TE gas chamber, so air contamination of the TE

gas would result in lower q^^/d values.

Regarding Table 4«3(ii)» graphite/TE gas chamber in TE gas atmosphere,

cj-sat/cL is constant in the range 1 - 6mm to within an experimental
error of - 1%, then there is a steady increase in <lga^./d for plate
separations in the range 6 - 10mm.

4.1.1.2.3 Saturation Curves for Both Graphite/CO^ in Air
Atmosphere and Graphite/CO^ in CO^ Atmosphere.

The Jaff€ approximation of as a function of l/V does not

provide the required extrapolation procedure as shown in Figures 4.8

and 4»9« Therefore, a modification of the Jaffe theory, involving

the Jaffe function f(x), must be used as follows.

Prom equation (4.2), the product bk/2D sin $ (= Z) is a constant

value for a particular gas at a particular pressure. The value of Z

which corresponds to a linear relationship of q +/q_ and f(x),s a/c mesis

equation 4»3> can be determined by adopting a trial and error

numerical procedure.
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Values of Z are fed into a Fortran computer programme to obtain a

series of q j-Al, against f(x) for 3 plate separations, 10, 5S d/u 1116 £LS

and 1mm. A further Fortran programme performed a linear regression

on this series of graphs. A single value of Z corresponds to the

best agreement between by experiment and

after linear regression for the 3 plate separations. This value of

Z was, therefore, used in the Jaffg" theory for all plate separations. '

For a Graphite/CX^ chamber, both in an air atmosphere and in a

(X^ atmosphere, a value of Z = 0.006 - 0.0005 produces a linear
relationship between q^^/g^ ^ and f(x) for all plate separations
as shown in Figures 4»10 and 4«H«

If the scattering distribution is assumed to be isotropic, then

the average angular distribution is 45° and- sin 0 = 0.707, giving

a value of bk/2D = 0.008 for 00^ at atmospheric pressure.

The values of qga^/d for the Graphite/CO^ chamber both in air
atmosphere and CO2 atmosphere are shown in Table A. 4. Again, at all
plate separations, the values of q.ga^./d for the chamber in an air
atmosphere are less than q ./d values in a CO2 atmosphere, the
largest difference being 2.9% at 8mm. This would again indicate that

there is air contamination of CO2 in the gas cavity, since, from
Tables 4-2 and 4-4(ii)» it is shown that the neutron sensitivity of

the graphite/air is lower than that of the graphite/CC^ chamber.

Regarding Table 4-4(ii)» GraphiteA^ chamber in CO2 atmosphere, there
is a sharp decrease in Q.sa^/d in the range 1 - 6mm, thereafter qga^./d
is constant in range 7 - 10mm to within an experimental error of - 1%.
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4.2 Measurement of q^^/d at Fixed Polarizing Voltages

q ^/d for each plate separation was also measured by varying the
plate separation while keeping a fixed polarizing voltage on the

H.T. electrode, then correcting each q^^ for saturation effects.
This was done to minimize any errors resulting from the saturation

curves, for examples

4.2.1 The saturation curves making up a set of curves for each

chamber combination may not all have been obtained on the same day,

therefore, introducing an additional error between Q.sa/j./d for each
plate separation. This error is therefore a function of the second

reference ionization chamber and is not likely to be greater than

-1%.

4.2.2 The F.S.D. setting of the chamber may not be consistent from

day to day. This error is probably within - 2mm at a required

F.S.D. of 125cm, so would contribute - 0.5% to the overall error.

4.2.3 There may also be a 'soakage' error associated with saturation

curve measurement. After each measurement q^^, there may be a
residual charge left in the graphite or TE plastic plates of the

ionization chamber, which may add or subtract to the next reading of

a , depending on the magnitude of the polarizing voltage.ill© cLS
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The same combinations of chamber wall and gas materials were

investigated and the results are shown in Tables 4.1 - 4.4.

Comparing these results, there appears to be very good agreement

between qga_j./d measured by a saturation curve and Q.ga^./^ obtained
at a fixed voltage, to within an experimental error of - l.^/o,

indicating that the error between saturation curves is minimal

and that there is no apparent indication of any ' soakage1 problem.

in the Eange d = 10 18mm

It has been established that the ionization chambers are functioning

correctly, and that the method of extrapolation to (qsa^./d) is
adequate. In order to obtain maximum data from all chambers,

qgat/d was measured in the range d = 10 18mm for each chamber
combination.

The results for the TE/Air and the TE/TE chambers overlap with

values of qga^_/d in the range 1 ■* 10mm i.e. measurement of qga^/d
Q _ Q n

results in values of 0.285 x 10 0mm and 0.555 x 10 Cmm for

TE/Air and TE/TE chambers respectively, at all plate separations.

Values of qga_j_/d for C/Air, C/CO^ and C/TE in the range 10 *■ 18mm
are shown in Table 4.5 and again there is an overlap between the

1 ♦ 10mm and 10 18mm results. val'aes f°r C/CO2 and C/TE
chambers were obtained in a CO2 and TE environment respectively.



TABLE4.1 Plate separation d(mm)

TE/Airqgat/d(lO^Cmm-1)
TE/TEs-qQat/d(lO^Cmm"1)

(a)

(b)V=-300V

(a)

(b)V=-300V

I.O55 2.055 3.055 4.055 5.O55 6.O48 7.033 8.029 9.018 10.000

0.288 0.288 0.288 0.287 0.285 0.285 0.282 0.286 0.287 0.287

0.288 0.288 0.287 0.287 0.284 0.283 0.283 0.282 0.283 0.284

0.355 0.356 0.358 0.354 0.352 0.352 0.353 0.352 0.356 0.359

0.358 0.354 0.355 0.354 0.355 0.353 0.354 0.352 0.353 0.356

(a)qga^/dobtainedfromsaturationcurvemeasurements. (b)qga^/dobtainedfromfixedvoltagemeasurements.



TABLE4.2

Plate separation d(mm)

C/Airs-qsat/d(lO^Cmnf1) (a)

(b)V=-300V

1.055

O.O6O4

0.0606

2.055

0.0609

0.0606

3.055

O.O6O5

0.0603

4.055

0.0607

O.O6O5

5.O55

0.0607

0.0608

6.048

0.0614

0.0611

7.033

0.0615

0.0613

8.029

0.0615

0.0612

9.018

0.0622

0.0616

10.000

O.O63O

0.0623

(a)and(b)asTable4*1



TABLE4.5 (i)C/TEgasinairatmosphere
(ii)C/TEgasinTE

gasatmosphere

Plate separation d(mm)
qsat/d(10"8ci-"1)

Plate separation d(mm)
qsat/d(lO^Cmnf1)

(a)

(b)V=-300V

(a)

(b)V=-300V

1.055

0.0808

0.0811

1.055

0.0813

0.0817

2.055

0.0794

0.0795

2.062

0.0812

0.0815

3.055

0.0798

0.0795

3.169

0.0823

0.0824

4-055

0.0792

0.0796

4.263

0.0821

0.0817

5.055

0.0805

0.0813

5.356

0.0811

0.0814

6.048

0.0802

0.0828

6.446

0.0825

0.0822

7.053

0.0815

0.O839

7.539

O.O835

0.0830

8.029

0.0850

0.0860

8.635

O.O855

O.O84I

9.018

0.0860

0.0870

9.720

0.0866

O.O853

10.000

0.0874

0.0883

10.811

0.0879

0.0867

00

(a)and(b)asTable4*1



TABLE4.4 (i)C/GO^inairatmosphere
(ii)C/C02
inCO^atmosphere

Plate separation d(mm)
qsat/d(lO^Cmnf1)

Plate separation d(mm)
qsat//d(10"8cmm_1)

(a)

(b)V=-300V

(a)

(b)V=-300V

1.055

0.0808

0.0898

I.O55

0.0899

0.0901

2.055

0.0853

0.0841

1.962

O.O859

0.0897

3.055

0.0813

0.0806

2.969

O.O834

O.O867

4.O55

0.0801

0.0795

5.963

O.O8I4

O.O844

5.055

0.0770

0.0769

4.956

0.0792

0.0834

6.048

0.0775

0.0775

5.946

0.0779

0.0818

7.033

O.O763

0.0756

6.959

0.0785

0.0789

8.029

0.0756

0.0731

7-955

0.0778

0.0791

9.018

0.0772

0.0737

8.920

0.0775

0.0781

10.000

0.0776

0.0741

9.911

0.0781

0.0788

(a)and(b)asTable4*1



Plate Separation d(mm)

C/Air

c/co2

c/te

qsat/dC10"8^1)
10.0

0.0629

0.0780

0.0870

11.0

0.0632

0.0775

0.0883

12.0

o.O637

0.0780

0.0901

15.0

0.0640

0.0775

0.0920

14.0

0.0641

0.0780

0.0935

15.0

0.0647

0.0786

0.0950

16.0

0.0649

0.0780

0.0961

17.0

o.O65O

0.0780

0.0970

18.0

o.O653

0.0777

0.0997
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FIGURE 4.5 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF T.E. PLASTIC/
AIR CHAMBER EXPOSED TO dfl^MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.4 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF T.E. PLASTIC/
T.E. GAS CHAMBER EXPOSED TO d(l5MeV') + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.5 SATURATION CHARACTER!STICS OF GRAPHITE / AIR
CHAMBER EXPOSED TO d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS

V"1 X10"2

FIGURE 4.5.
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FIGURE 4.6 SATURATION CKABACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/
T.E. GAS CHAMBER IN AIR ATMOSPHERE

EXPOSED TO d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.6.
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FIGURE 4.7 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/
T.E. GAS CHAMBER IN T.E. GAS ATMOSPHERE,

EXPOSED TO d(lSMeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.7.
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FIGURE 4.8 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/CQq
CHAMBER IN AIR ATMOSPHERE, EXPOSE!) TO

d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.8.
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FIGURE 4.9 SATURATION CHABACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/
002 CHAMBER IN C02 ATMOSPHERE, EXPOSED
TO d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS

1.96 mm

1.O6 mm

9.9imm
8.92mm
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FIGURE 4,9.
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FIGURE 4.10 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/

002 CHAMBER IN AIR ATMOSPHERE EXPOSED TO

dfl^MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 4.11 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/COp
CHAMBER IN CO2 ATMOSPHERE EXPOSED TO
d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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CHAPTER 5

IONIZATION MEASUREMENTS AT VARYING PRESSURE

5.1 Experimental Arrangement

When the reduction of plate separation at atmospheric pressure

becomes physically inadvisable, e.g. below 1mm, then the equivalent

of reduced plate separation can be achieved by reducing the pressure

of the gas in the cavity.

The ionization chamber was placed inside the vacuum tight tank

(Pig. 5«l)» "the front face of the chamber being located at 125cm

P.S.D. and the plate separation being maintained at a fixed value, d.

Por an air cavity, the required equivalent plate separation, d ,
eq

5
is obtained by pumping the tank from 10 to 10 Pa, which on the

mercury manometer, corresponds to 0 to (/^ - 0..l)mm Hg, where^^
is atmospheric pressure in mm Hg, then allowing the introduction of

air in the required quantities through the needle valve.

The manometer setting (mm Hg) for a required dg is -

S = At *
d

Por cavity gases other than air, a gas environment with minimal air

contamination is ensured by first pumping the tank down to 10 Pa,

filling with the required gas up to atmospheric pressure, then

pumping down to 10 Pa. Again, the required gas can be introduced

in desired quantities through the needle valve.
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5.2 Saturation and Fixed Polarizing Voltage Measurements

The same saturation procedures of ionization measurements at

atmospheric pressure are used, namely extrapolation procedures due

to the presence of initial recombination. The Jaffe f(x) is again

applied in the case of the C/CO^ chamber.

Saturation curves for TE/air, TE/TE, C/air, C/CO^ and C/TE con¬

figurations of chamber at d settings of 0.1 - 2.055™! shown
eq

in Figures 5.2 - 5.6.

q-saf/^eq for each dg^ was also measured by varying the pressure
(hence d ) while keeping a fixed polarizing voltage on the H.T.

eq.

electrode, then correcting each 0^^ f°r saturation effects. Again,
this was done to minimize any errors resulting from saturation curve

measurements.

Values of q ,/d are shown in Tables 5•! - 5«5 f°r both saturation
SeL*0

measurements and fixed polarizing voltage measurements for each

chamber configuration.

From Tables $.1 and 5*2, q ,/d is constant for TE/air and TE/TE
S 3Aj

chambers in the range d = 0.1 - 2.055mm> "to within an experimental
eq

error of - 1%. There appears to be very good agreement between

q ,/d measured by a saturation curve, and q ,/d obtained at aSat 6Cj. S3/U @c^

fixed voltage for the TE/air chamber. For the TE/TE chamber, both

sets of results are individually constant, but there is a difference

in their average value of 1.5^» which must be due to an error in

experimental technique.
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For the graphite chamber, (Tables 5*3* 5-4 and 5«5)» "the saturation

measurements at d = 0.1 0.2 and 0.3mm involve a large experimental
eq

error in comparison with the TE plastic chamber measurements at the

same d , because of the very small charge measurements involved,
eq

These charge measurements can be of the order of 3 x 10 C for the

graphite chamber, compared with 3 x 10 "^C for the TE chamber at

the same ^or "this reason, the dose delivered to the graphite

chamber at d = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3mm was increased and corrections
eq

made accordingly.

Prom Table 5»3> q. +/d for the C/air chamber is constant in the rangeS3X

dg^ = 0.3 - 2.055mm to within an experimental error of - 1%, and in
the range dg^ = 0.1 - 2.055mm to within an experimental error of - 2^,
for both measurement techniques.

Prom Table 5»4» both measurement techniques show that q ,/d for theScLX ©Q.

C/CO2 chamber is constant in the range dg^ = 0.3 - 1.055™ "to within
an experimental error of - 1%, and in the range d = 0.1 - 1.055mm

6(1

to within an experimental error of - l.j/o. A reduction of q ,/d
S cl*U (

at dg^ = 2.055mm appears to be significant.
eq

Prom Table 5«5» 1 +/4 "the C/TE chamber is constant in the rangeS£L~C

d = 0.1 - 2.055™ within an experimental error of - 1%, for both
eq

measurement techniques.



TABLE*5.1TE/AirChamber
(a)

(b)V=-80V

Equivalent plate separation d(mm)eq
fiat

(mmHg)
(mmHg)

Hgat(lO^Cmm"1) d

eq

yfat (mmHg)

f

(mmHg)
qsat(10_801111111) d

eq

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.03 2.055

768 768 764 764 764 764 764 764 764 764 764

731 693 652 615 578 541 504 467 479 381
0

0.289 0.289 0.285 0.286 0.286 0.288 0.286 0.288 0.286 0.289 0.286

747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747 747

711 674 638 602 565 529 493 456 420 373
0

0.285 0.285 0.284 0.285 0.288 0.288 0.289 0.288 0.289 0.288 0.288

(a)^aat/^eqobtainedfromsaturationcurvemeasurements. (b)

Qgat/^eqobtainedfromfixedpolarizingvoltagemeasurements.



TABLE5.2TE/TEChamber
(a)

(b)

V=-80V

Equivalent plate separation d(mm)eqv'
/at

(mmHg)

Z7

(mmHg)
qsat(10-80x13111-1) d

eq

i/°at (mmHg)

/

(mmHg)
qsatC10"80™1"1) d

eq

0.1

739

703

0.360

747

711

0.358

0.2

739

667

0.363

747

674

O.36O

0.3

739

631

O.364

747

638

O.36O

0.4

739

595

0.362

747

602

0.354

0.5

739

559

0.363

747

565

0.356

0.6

739

523

0.361

747

529

0.357

0.7

739

487

0.361

747

493

0.357

0.8

739

451

O.364

747

456

0.357

0.9

739

415

0.362

747

420

0.358

1.03

739

369

0.363

747

373

0.355

2.055

739

0

0.363

747

0

0.357

(a)and(b)asTable5.1



TABLE5.3C/AirChamber
(a)

(b)V
=-100V

Equivalent plate separation d(mm)eq
•fat (mmHg)

(mmHg)
«sat(M"*0™"1) d

eq

c/9at (mmHg)
(mmHg)

qsatC10"80-"1) d

eq

0.1

733

697

0.0595

751

714

0.0617

0.2

752

679

0.0618

751

678

0.0624

0.3

752

642

0.0610

751

641

0.0603

0.4

752

606

0.0610

751

605

0.0603

0.5

752

569

O.O6O5

751

568

0.0601

0.6

752

532

0.0607

751

532

0.0602

0.7

733

483

0.0600

751

495

0.0602

0.8

733

448

0.0606

751

459

0.0607

0.9

733

412

0.0609

751

422

0.0608

1.03

733

366

0.0606

751

375

0.0603

2.055

733

0

0.0610

751

0

0.0603

(a)and(b)asTable5.1



TABLE5*4C/CC>2Chamber
(a)

(b)V=-100V

Equivalent plate separation d(mm)eqv

fat
(mmHg)
(mmHg)

qsat(^Cmm-1) d

eq

fat

(mmHg)

S

(mmHg)
qsat(10~8cmm~1) d

eq

0.1

765

728

0.0896

751

714

0.0876

0.2

765

691

0.0872

751

678

0.0893

0.3

765

653

0.0882

751

641

0.0881

0.4

751

605

0.0884

751

605

O.O894

0.5

751

568

O.O879

751

568

0.0890

0.6

751

552

0.0894

751

532

0.0889

0.7

751

495

0.0881

751

495

0.0880

0.8

751

459

0.0890

751

459

0.0882

0.9

751

422

0.0883

751

422

0.0882

1.03

751

375

0.0886

751

375

0.0888

2.055

751

0

0.0824

751

0

0.0837

(a)and(b)asTable5.1



TABLE5.5C/TEChamber
(a)

00

V=-100V

Equivalent plate separation d(mm)eq
at

(mmHg)
(mmHg)

qsatC^cW1) d

eq

Z3at
(mmHg)

c/3
(mmHg)

qsat(lO^Cmm"1) d

eq

0.1

752

715

0.0747

751

714

0.0747

0.2

752

679

0.0748

751

678

0.0754

0.3

752

642

0.0750

751

641

0.0752

0.4

752

606

0.0751

751

665

0.0754

0.5

752

569

O.O76O

751

'568

0.0750

0.6

752

535

0.0760

751

532

0.0750

0.7

752

496

0.0760

751

495

0.0754

0.8

752

460

0.0752

751

459

0.0754

0.9

752

423

0.0749

751

422

0.0756

1.03

752

376

0.0755

751

375

0.0757

2.055

752

0

0.0756

751

0

0.0750
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FIGURE5.1.
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FIGURE 5.2 SATURATION CHABACTEHISTICS OF TE PLASTIC/
AIR AT VARIOUS deq EXPOSED TO d(l5MeV) +
Be NEUTRONS

V_1X10"1

FIGURE 5.2.
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FIGURE 5.5 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF TE PLASTIC/
TE GAS AT VARIOUS deg EXPOSED TO

d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS

*o.5mm(/v)&
o.4mm(v)

0.3mm

0.2mm

0.1 mm

-1 x 10 -1

FIGURE 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.4 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/
AIR CHAMBER AT VARIOUS EXPOSED TO

d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.6 SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE/
T.E. GAS CHAMBER AT VARIOUS deq EXPOSED
TO d(l5MeV) + Be NEUTRONS
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FIGURE 5.6
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAIi REiaUliTS

By combining the ionization measurements made in Chapters 4 and 5»

both at atmospheric and non-atmospheric pressures, the ionization

per increment of chamber volume will be obtained for all chamber

combinations in the range 0.1 - 18mm of plate separation.

Prom Chapters 4 and 5» q^^/cL is constant for the TE chamber in the
range 0.1 - 18mm; qga^./d = 0.355 x 10 Cmm for TE/TE chamber and

—8 —1
0.285 x 10 Cmm for TE/Air chamber. It must be noted that these

charge measurements are not absolute values but are relative to

each other. They are normalized by using a polythene/air reference

chamber as described in Chapter 2.

Combination of Tables 4^4> 4-5 a-™! 4*6 and Tables 5«3> 5»4 and 5*5

gives the overall increment of ionization per increment of chamber

volume for C/Air, C/CO2 and C/TE chambers as shown in Table 6.1 and
Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. For C/TE chamber (from Table 4*5 and Table

5.5) the ionization measurements at atmospheric and non-atmospheric

pressures do not give the same value of q ^/d at the overlap at
approximately 1mm. A further experiment had to be carried out to find

out if a setting-up error had occurred. A single reading of

qgat/^ f°r "the chamber at d = 1mm (atmospheric) and a reading taken
of q ,/d at d = 1mm (d = 5mm, P = 0.2atm) gave the same valueS3<X @Q_ ^

which corresponded to the original atmospheric value. It was therefore

concluded that a setting-up error did exist in the case of the

non-atmospheric measurements and corrections were made accordingly.
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For the C/air chamber, qsa^./d is constant in the range 0.1 - /1mm,
then it increases in the range 4 - 18mm as shown in Figure 6,1.

For the C/CO2 chamber, Q.ga^./d is constant in the range 0.1 - 1mm,
then it decreases in the range 1 - 7mm; the curve begins to flatten

out in the range 7 - 18mm as shown in Figure 6.2.

For the C/TE chamber, Q.ga^./^ i-s constant in the range 0.1 - 5mm,
then it increases in the range 5 - 18mm, as shown in Figure 6.3.

6.1 Cavity Theory

There are four categories of charged particles which deposit their

energy in a cavity of an ionization chamber (Caswell and Coyne 1972).

These fall into the classes of 'starter', 'stopper', 'insider' and

'crosser' as shown in Figure 6.4.

The BraggMlray Theory relates the absorbed dose, D , in the wall of

an ionization chamber to the charge collected, q, by,

^ w (S ) q c iDm = e m'g (-) 6'Xm
small

where W is the average energy required to produce an ion pair in the

gas due to the particles produced in the wall, e is the electronic

charge, (S^ ) is the mass stopping power ratio of wall to cavity
material for the charged particles produced in the wall; m is the

mass of gas in the cavity, and (—) is the charge collectedm
small

per unit mass at small plate separations. The plate separation must

be small since the theory rests on the basic requirement that the
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dimensions of the cavity should he a very small fraction of the

range of the particles which cross it i.e. the Bragg Gray Theory

holds when 'crossers' only contribute to the ionization. In

neutron dosimetry, this situation is impossible to achieve since

the heavy recoil ions from the chamber wall are of very short

range i.e. the order of a few millimetres. It is assumed, however,

that at very small plate separations, the ionization is produced

almost entirely by 'crossers' and that 'stoppers' and 'starters'

contribute a negligible amount so that a Bragg Gray approximation

holds.

Alternatively, at large plate separations i.e. very much greater

than the range of the charged particles from the wall, when the.

charged particle contribution from the wall is responsible for the

ionization in what may be described as the 'rind' of the gas volume,

the bulk of the ionization is caused by 'insiders', although, a few

'stoppers' and 'starters' will also contribute.

The absorbed dose, Dm, now becomes a function of the kerma ratio of
wall to gas i.e.

B.» " Hz 5s © 6,2
e K large

S

where and are the kerma values in wall and gas respectively.

W2 in this case is the average energy required to produce an ion
pair in the gas due to the particles produced in the gas.
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Relating equations 6.1 and 6.2,

smaxi

fe) 1 8
large

Pew data are available on W values of protons and charged particles

in TE gas, air and C0?, so the very rough approximation was made
W2

that — = 1. This however is only the case if the ionizing
W

particles from wall and gas are the same e.g. for the TE/TE chamber.

For parallel-plate geometry, and if a correction is made for

temperature and pressure on all occasions, m is proportional to d,

hence

<1

(d) .... K (s r1 £ zsmall = _m v m,g' 6.3
1 Ef,
(d\large

Kerma values as obtained from computation of data from Coyne (1980),

and the neutron spectrum as measured by Bonnet (1979) are shown in

Table 6.2.; stopping power ratios are obtained as follows from the

data of Janni (1966).

6.2 Method for Deriving the Stopping Power Ratio
of Heavy Ions from that of Protons

Ziegler (1977) described a method for deriving the stopping power

of any ion from that of protons. A reduced stopping power parameter

< S > is introduced so that the stopping power S^. (v) of a heavy
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ion of velocity y and atomic number Z, may be related to the

stopping power Sp (y) of the same substance for protons i.e.

SH (Y) = Z2 < S > Sp (Y) 6.4

For a heavy ion of initial energy E and mass H, the velocity
1

Y-i = / 2E N2 in the absence of relativistic effects. At this
\m /

same velocity Y-, , the energy of a corresponding proton = mE,1
m

where m = mass of proton. The corresponding stopping power

for a proton of this energy may be substituted into equation

6.4 as Sp (y). The stopping power parameter < S >, which is a
function of Z and Y^, would be constant for each heavy ion type,

2
so the term Z^ < S > would be eliminated in any stopping power
ratio calculation.

Mass and linear stopping powers in the proton energy range 0.1 -

lOOOMeY for a large number of substances have been obtained from

Janni (1966). For proton energies between 0.1 and l.OMeY, mass

stopping power is proportional to (proton energy)11, where 1 > n > 0.

For proton energies less than O.IMeY, approximate mass stopping powers

were obtained by a continuation of this curve to lower energies.

Yalues of stopping power can also be obtained for TE plastic and TE

gas from the data of Janni by calculation of constituent compounds;

the percentages by weight of the constituent compounds are shown in

Table 6.3. Yalues of stopping power ratios for a range of proton

energies as obtained by the Bragg Additivity Rule are shown in

Table 6.4; these ratios differ greatly from the expected ratio of

1.0. This may indicate that the Bragg Additivity Rule is inaccurate,
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as is stated by Bichsel (1977). In a publication reviewing the

state of Stopping Power Data, Bichsel claims that the Bragg

Additivity Rule is valid only with an uncertainty of > J/o.

Since the Bragg Additivity Rule can be applied only with a large

uncertainty, the assumption was made, using Janni's data, that

STE Plastic ^TE Gas SICEn Jfasole t10™ 26^ 1,113
has been adopted by several authors e.g. Attix et al (1980)

also using Janni's data.

Dennis (1979) describes an effective stopping power ratio
q
TE Plsis"fcic

= 1.02 for neutrons with average energy 8.4MeV, so the
^ ^aS ^TE Plasti
assumption that 7; = 1.0 may introduce errors of only a

TE Gas
few percent.

6.3 Discussion of Bragg^Gray Theory in Relation to

Existing Stopping Power, Kerma and Range Data

Table 6.5 shows values of (q ,/d) K and S for all chamberJ ^sat' 'small' m,g m,g

configurations. (The average energies of the predominant particles

produced from the wall, as shown in Table 6.5 are obtained by

assuming an average neutron energy Eq of 8.41ieV. This mean neutron
energy is based on the energy fluence spectra, obtained from the

neutron spectrum as measured by Bonnett (1979) (Fig. l.l). The
^ ^R

maximum recoil energy of the recoil particle is (j^ ~ M^)2*
Therefore, the mean energy of the particles when first released

2 MJJ MR Ejj
1S 7m—rn?' However, particles emerging from the wallV 2 Mjj MR
will have all energies from down to zero, so will have

an average energy of Prom these data, values of
W^2
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(igg^AOia^rgg were calculated and compared with experimental values
^sat^^large when obtainable. In order to establish whether

(^sat/^large can °^^a^-ne(^ f^0111 experiment, a knowledge of the
ma.Tinmm ranges of relevant particles in relevant substances is

required. The maximum ranges is tissue of some charged particles

as a function of neutron energy are displayed in ICRU 26 (page 15)•

Taking an average neutron energy of 8.4 MeV, the maximum ranges

12 l6
of protons, o4 particles, C and 0 ions in air, TE gas, CC^j
TE plastic and graphite can be estimated by assuming that range is

proportional to (density) \ These estimates are shown in Table 6.6.

Prom Table 6.6, it is shown that (qga^./d)1a->t cannot be obtained
from experiment for any chamber configuration involving the TE

plastic wall, as protons produced from the TE plastic wall have

estimated maximum ranges of 64O, 720 and 400mm in air, TE gas and

CO2 respectively.

12
As regards the carbon chamber, C ions from the wall have ranges

in COg, air and TE gas of 2.1mm, J.3nim and 3-7mm respectively.
Therefore the carbon ion contribution from the wall is likely to

be negligible at a maximum plate separation of 18mm.

However, oi particles produced from the carbon wall will have

estimated maximum ranges of 25.0mm, 27.9mm and l6.1mm in air, TE

gas and GO^ respectively. Therefore, in the cases of the carbon
chamber with air and TE gas, the maximum chamber plate separation

of 18mm is too small to obtain a situation whereby 'stoppers'

contribute a negligible amount.
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In the case of C/CO^, the maximum range of the o( particles from
the wall is less than the maximum plate separation, but not

considerably less, so that o(. particle 'stoppers' may not be

negligible. (<lgat/a)large for C/C02 as obtained by experiment
and (^ga^/^Oiarge 33 obtained by calculation are shown in Table 6.5,

12
the difference being 6.02% for 0.6 MeV C ions.

For the remainder of the chamber configurations, the values of

^sat^lar obtained from calculation will be the same for
different chamber walls and same gases in the absence of attenuation

effects, since at very large plate separation, there will be

negligible ionization resulting from the particles produced in the

wall.

Comparing TE/TE chamber with C/TE chamber, values

12
show a difference of approximately 3.8% for 0.6 MeV C ions;

comparing TE/Air chamber with C/Air chamber, (<lga-|;A0]_arge values
12

show a difference of approximately 5-0% for 0.6 MeV C ions.

It must be noted that these observations are dependent on the

reliability of the stopping power, kerma and range data used. Two

major sources of error are:

1. The calculations of (<3.sa-t;A0]_arge f°r carbon chambers involve
12

a stopping power ratio calculated for C ions, which are the

predominant particles produced in the wall. These stopping

power ratios do not take the oi particles produced from the

wall into account. These o< particles will be discussed in

more detail in Chapter 7-
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2. The assumption that — = 1. W values will be discussed in
2

more detail in Chapters 7 and 8.

6. A Comparison with Results of Makarewicz and Pszona (l98l)

Makarewicz and Pszona have calculated a dose conversion factor for

TE/TE and C/C02 ionization chambers as a function of plate
separation. Their dose conversion factor was defined as

r = D
_£
D
w

where and are the absorbed doses in the gas and wall of an

ionization chamber respectively. To express in terms of

measurable quantities,

r = D + D
_£ £_

K
w

g wwhere D and D are the absorbed doses in gas by charged
& O

particles created in gas and wall respectively. Therefore

r = (Q/m)x ttj/e + [(Q/m)2 W2/e 6.5
K

where (Q/m)^ and (o/m)2 are the charge per unit mass due to
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particles produced in gas and wall respectively, and are

the average energy required to produce an ion pair in the gas

due to gas and wall particles respectively and m is the
stopping power ratio of gas to wall. Equation 6.5 can be

rewritten as

r - fa^large V6 + (Q/m)3mall Ve Sg.m 6
K K

. w w

where (Q/m)ama-] -| 3X1d- (Q/m)-| are as previously defined in
this chapter.

For infinitesimal plate separations, first term of Equation 6.6

approaches zero, (o/m) W_ = K , therefore r = Se 'small 2 w' g,m

For infinite plate separations, second term approaches zero,

(Q/m)1 W-./e = K , therefore r = KJk .'large V g' g/ w

This is in agreement with the theory given in this chapter.

For TE/TE chamber, the approximation is made that
^ = 1.0

Assuming that similar particles are produced in both TE plastic

wall and TE gas, the approximation is made that = Wg.
Therefore

r » | [(Q/m)large + (S/-)ama.T|]
w

Since W is a constant, r a (Q/m), . ,.
jy- u 013 dj-L
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For TE/TE chamber, Makarewicz and Pszona have shown that r is

constant to within -2.'$ with increasing plate separation in

the range 0.1 - 20mm.

This is in agreement with the experiments of Chapters 4 and 5

which have shown that qga^/d for TE/TE chamber is constant in
the range 0.1 - 18mm.



TABLE6.1IncrementofIonizationperIncrementofChamber VolumeforC/Air,C/CO2andC/TEChambers
PlateSeparation d(mm)

qsat/dC10^0™1-1)
c/Air

c/co2

c/te

0.1

0.0617

0.0876

0.0814

0.2

0.0624

O.o893

0.0821

0.3

O.o6o3

0.0881

0.0819

0.4

0.0603

0o0894

0.0821

0.5

0.0601

0.0890

0.0817

0.6

0.0602

0.0889

0.0817

0.7

0.0602

0.0880

0.0821

0.8

0.0607

0.0882

0.0821

0.9

0.0608

0.0882

0.0823

1.055

0.0606

0.0888

0.0817

2.055

0.0606

0.0837

0.0815

3.055

0.0603

0.0834

0.0824

4.055

O.o6o5

0.0814

0.0817

5.055

0.0608

0.0792

0.0814

6.048

0.0611

0.0779

0.0822

7.033

0.0613

0.0785

0.0830

8.029

O.o615

0.0778

0.0841

9.018

0.0616

0.0775

0.0853

10.000

0.0623

0.0781

0.0867

11.0

O.o632

0.0775

0.0883

12.0

0.0637

0.0780

0.0901

13.0

O.o64o

0.0775

0.0920

14.0

O.o64i

0.0780

0.0933

15.0

0.0647

0.0786

0.0950

16.0

O.o649

0.0780

0.0961

17.0

O.o65o

0.0780

0.0970

18.0

O.o653

0.0777

0.0997



TABLE6.2KermaValuesObtainedfromDataofCoyne(1980)for theNeutronSpectrumasMeasuredbyBonnett(1980) Material

2

KermaValue(Gycm)
Air co2 TEGas

TEPlastic Graphite

I.O53x10"11 0.743x10"11 O.463x10~10 O.466x10 0.829x10"11

1 00 1



TABLE6.3Compositions(%byweight)ofA-I50 TEPlasticandMethane-BasedTEGas Material

Composition(%byweight)
TEPlastic(A-150) TEGas(Methane-Based)
45.14%Polyethylene 35.22%Nylon 16.06%Carbon(c) 3.58%CalciumFluoride(CaF) 64.4%Methane(CH^) 32.4%co2 3.2%N2



TABLE6.4
StoppingPowerValuesforConstituentCompoundsofTEPlastic andTEGasandResultantStoppingPowerRatiosofTEPlastic/

TEGasforProtonsintheRange0.1-3.2MeV
Proton

MASSSTOPPINGPOWERVALUES(MeV
2-IN

cmg;

Stopping

Energy(MeV)

Power Ratio

(C0H„)

NYLON

C

CaP

CH .

C0o

N^

T.E.

T.E.

v24n

4

2

2

PLASTIC

GAS

0.1

1204.9

1031.5

822.90

545.50

1490.9

668.68

774.81

1058.87

1201.59

0.881

0.5

484.36

438.27

367.65

263.60

571.73

343.65

344.76

441.48-

490.57

0.900

1.0

294.19

269.29

230.88

174.33

343.15

219.17

222.58

270.96

299.12

0.906

1.5

219.75

201.82

174.70

134.29

254.52

165.82

168.26

203.14

223.02

0.911

2.0

176.95

162.91

141.89

110.52

203.97

134.71

136.71

163.99

179.38

0.914

2.5

149.59

138.00

120.65

94.84

171.89

114.68

116.37

138.90

151.58

0.916

3.0

129.90

120.04

105.22

83.365

148.90

100.16

101.62

120.80

131.60

0.918

3-2

123.57

114.25

100.24

79.636

141.53

95.472

96.852

114.97

125.18

0.918



TABLE6.5Comparisonof(q̂/d)ObtainedbyExperimentto (q^atAOObtainedbyCalculationofExistingData
Chamber Combination

^sat^ ŝmall (lO~®Cmm

(K)m,g

(S)vm,gy

Energyof Relevant Particle

^sat^^large —ft—1

Theory(10Cmm)
^sat^^large

—8—1

Experiment(lOCmm)

te/te

0.355

1.000

1.000

2.1MeV Proton

0.555

-

TE/Air

0.285

4.597

1.176

2.1MeV Proton

0.076

-

C/TE

0.081

0.179

0.816

0.6MeV 12__CIon

0.569

-

C/Air

0.060

0.787

I.o46

0.6MeV 12_TCIon

0.080

—

c/co2

0.090

1.116

I.o58

0.6MeV 12„TCIon

0.083

0.078



TABLE6.6
EstimationofMaximumRangesofProtons,o(Particles,

12l6Cand0Ions,inVariousSubstances,fromICRU26,
for8.4MeVNeutronReactions

Particle

ESTIMATEDMAXIMUMRANGE(mm)
Tissue

Air

TEGas

TEPlastic

Graphite

CM

O

O

Proton

0.8

64.O

72.0

0.72

0.35

40.0

aParticle

0.030

27.9

27.9

0.028

0.015

16.1

12c

0.004

3.3

3.7

0.0038

0.0018

2.1

l6o

0.003

2.5

2.8

0.0028

0.0014

1.6



FIGURE6.1GRAPHITE/AIRiSATURATIONCHARGEPERUNITPLATESEPARATION FIGURE6.1.



FIGURE6.2GRAPHITE/002:SATURATIONCHARGEPERUNITPLATESEPARATION



FIGURE6.5GRAPHITE/T.E.GAS;SATURATIONCHARGEPERUNITPLATESEPARATION FIGURE6.3.
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CHAPTER 7

ESTIMATION OP THE RELATIVE CHARGED PARTICLE
CONTRIBUTION IN VARIOUS GASES EBOM WALL AND
GAS PARTICLES

7.1 Introduction

The experimental results of Chapter 6 have established that the

variation of q.sa^./d with d in the range 0.1 - 18mm for TE/TE,
TE/Air, C/CO^, C/TE and C/Air chambers is in agreement with
established kerma, stopping power and range data. The aim of this

chapter is to estimate the relative charged particle contribution

in the gases of the above chambers due to the individual particles

produced both in the wall and in the gas of the ionization chambers.

A theoretical analysis will be developed and the calculated results

will be compared with experimental results accumulated in Chapter 6.

The theoretical model is based on the assumption that the fluence of

the charged particles liberated in the gas will be attenuated

exponentially in the gas as will the fluence of charged particles

liberated in the wall which enter the gas.

The theoretical absorbed dose in the gas of the ionization chambers

will be divided into the doses from wall and gas particles (Equations

7.1 and 7.5) then subdivided into the ionization due to the

constituent particles which are produced in the wall and gas

respectively (Equations 7.10 and 7.1l).

The final contribution to the ionization of each particle is based

on its linear attenuation coefficient, average energy, stopping
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power, fraction of kerma allocated etc, each of which will he

developed in turn.

7.2 Charged Particles Liberated in the Gas

If negligible attenuation of neutrons in distances equal to the

ranges of the secondary charged particles is assumed, then the

neutron energy fluence is constant within this range and equal to

This neutron energy fluence will release, in the gas, a

charged particle energy fluence (((0,^)^) a ^^■c^riess ^
at a depth x, where ((l^rVg is linear energy transfer
coefficient of the gas for neutrons.

In travelling to a depth x^, the assumption is made that the
fluence of the charged particles liberated in dx will decay

exponentially i.e. the charged particle energy fluence will be

attenuated to ((ntr)N)g exp |^- (^gcp)g - *)]. At x^
a fraction (u ) dx will be absorbed in thickness dx, where

Sep g

(u. ) is the linear attenuation coefficient of the chargedgep'g °

particles released in the gas. Therefore, at x^, the absorbed
dose in a volume of unit area, thickness dx and density,/*, due to

charged particles originating in the gas is given by

Dx, = ((^4- )at) (^ ) T F (n ) /1 / N v^tarlrg vpgcpyg Jq exp - VHgcp'g (x^ - x)
KJ

((|1trVg f1 " exp ( " ("goA *1>]

dx
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The quantity ij) is the kerma in the gas, K^, therefore

nr, = Kg [l - exp ( - (> )g ^)] 7.1

7.5 Charged Particles Liberated in the Vail

Particles released in the wall will give rise to an absorbed dose

in the gas which will be a maximum at = 0, and for increasing

x^ the charged particle energy fluence will be attenuated.

In the wall, the energy released by the neutrons will be^jj ^^tr^lP
per unit mass, ^^tr^N^V ^er length and cross-section.

In a thickness dx within the wall, and having unit cross-section

perpendicular to the radiation beam, an energy transfer of

% ((ntrVw ^ takes Place.

For charged particle equilibrium, this must also be the charged

particle energy deposited in dx =

^ (n \r Cbt' cp wcp W

where (u ).. is the linear attenuation coefficient of the wall
wcp w

for charged particles originating in the wall. Thus

y^c-p ^wcpV ~ N ^trVw

cp = N ^trVv^ ^wcp ^V
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It is this charged particle energy fluence that issues from the

chamber wall and enters the gas.

At a distance x^ into the gas, it will give rise to an absorbed
dose

^l ~ ^trVv ^wcn^g exp ^ ~ ^wcp^g xl^^wcp^W f g

This can be rewritten as,

3*3. = -Vs ((^r^Vw ("WCP'b < " <>Vcp>g 7"2
WA ~7T

^ - Si<>wA< " <0. V

where (li /A and (u. //),, are the mass attenuation coefficientvt^wcp/</ yg ^wcp'* 'W
for wall charged particles in gas and wall respectively.

'Bu;fc ^wco^^g ^Swcp^g,W Sg»m
^wcp^W

. . hx, = K. S exp ( - (p ) x,) 7.31 w g,m * v Vhwcpyg ly

The method of calculation of the constituent terms of Equations 7.1

and 7*3 for individual particles will be developed in the following

sections.
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7.4 Calculation of |ig from Stopping Power

The value of p. , the linear attenuation coefficient, for each
g

particle type in each gas can be obtained by calculating the

linear stopping power for each particle type and dividing by

the energy of the particle.

7.4.1 Method for Deriving the Stopping Power
of Heavy Ions from that of Protons

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, Dennis (1979) gives a

method for deriving the stopping power of any ion from that of

protons by means of a reduced stopping power parameter <S>, so

that the stopping power S^.(v) of a heavy ion of velocity 7 and
atomic number Z may be related to the stopping power &p(7) of
the same substance for protons by

sH(v) = Z2 <S> Sp(7) 7.4

In this case, the actual stopping powers 8.^(7) are required,
2

therefore the terms Z <S> do not cancel as in the case of the
t

ratio calculations.

Prom Dennis (l979)> the stopping parameter <S> is given by

<S> = 1 - (1.034 - 0.1777 exp (- 0.08114Z)) exp - (7g)'

where = 7^ = 0.0378 sin ^l71 ^
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2

V.
1

0.886 (J/V ) Z3

and V 2.188 x lO^ms-1
o

In the absence of relativistic effects, a heavy ion has velocity =

stated in the preceding chapter.

This procedure assumes that the charge on the heavy ions is the

same as the charge on a proton.

7.4.2 Stopping Power of a Particles

As stated by Dennis, the procedure described in Section 7«3«1» does

not apply to a particles, presumably because equation 7-4 makes no

allowance for a difference in charge. For this reason, estimates

for stopping powers of a particles in various gases are taken from

a report prepared for the ICED Stopping Power Committee by Powers

Proton stopping power values were obtained from Janni (1966) as

(1978).
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7.5 Analysis of C/CO2 Chamber

The predominant reactions produced from neutron bombardment in

both carbon and oxygen are elastic scattering and a particle

production. Each important reaction will be dealt with

individually.

7.5.1 Reactions in Carbon

The relative percentages of carbon recoils and a particles

produced from neutron reactions in carbon are obtained from ICHU 26,

Appendix A,Figure A2 which displays the fraction of energy

transferred by any given mechanism against neutron energy. The

fraction of carbon recoils (f ) and a particles (f^) for the
neutrons used is estimated as 66% and 34% respectively.

7.5.1.1 Carbon Becoil3

Since the majority of the carbon recoils are produced from elastic

scattering, then the max!mum energy of the carbon recoils =

(*% - v2

where Mjj = mass of neutron
M~ = mass of recoil

Ejj = average energy of neutron
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The average recoil energy is therefore

P I • 5
(Mn +V

Since the average neutron energy is Q.AflieV obtained from the neutron

energy fluence spectrum of Figure 1.1, then the average carbon

recoil energy is 1.2MeV. Therefore 66% of the ionization in carbon

is due to carbon recoils of average energy 1.2MeV.

7.5.1.2 a Particles

There are two prominent neutron reactions in carbon, producing

a particles i.e.

1. 12C (n, a)9Be
2. 12C (n, n'3«)

The fraction of neutron energy transferred by each mechanism f

is shown in ICRU 26, Appendix A, Figure A2. The average a particle

energy from neutron reactions in carbon can be estimated using the

following procedure.

The neutron spectrum of Figure 1.1 is multiplied by f e N(e) to

obtain the neutron energy fluence spectrum as shown in Figure 7-1.

The mean neutron energy E^ for both reactions can be obtained; from

Ejj, the mean emitted particle energy can be estimated.
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The predominant reaction in the production of a particles from
12 9

carbon is obviously the C (n, a) Be reaction; the mean neutron

energy estimated from Figure 7^1 is lO.ZMeY.

The average energy of the emitted particle is given by

_ (( mq % / "r ^ "u ma
a " ^ ma + + Mg + " E1 " E2 ^ + (1^ + 1^)2 7-6

See Appendix B.

E
q

= energy of a particle

m
q

= mass of q particle

m2
-

9
mass of Be particle

=
12

mass of C recoil

MN = mass of neutron

Q = reaction energy

*

E1
*

E2

— residual energy of a particle

9
residual energy of Be ion

= energy of neutron

12 9
The reaction energy for the C (n, q) Be reaction is - 5«704MeV

from Dennis (1973) and Caswell and Coyne (1972).

* 9Possible energies of i.e. possible energy levels of Be = 0,

1.67MeV, 2.4-JMeV, ~5.0~5MeV, 4-.70MeV and 6.66MeV, from Caswell and

Coyne (1972).

*

Possible energies of E^ = 0, and 2.4.3MeV.
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Possible combinations of E^ and ^ > reaction cross-sections and
the resultant a particle energies as calculated from Equation 1.6,

are shown in Table 1.1.

Taking the reaction cross-sections as being a measure of the

probability of each reaction, then the average a particle energy

E^ is calculated as being = 1.77MeV.

-X- -X-
Of the possible combinations of E^ and of Table 1.1,
sequential 2-body decays can occur e.g.

n + 12C —> a + 9Be (2.43MeV)
Q ft
Be (2.43MeV) —^ Be (ground state) + n

Q
Be (ground state) —^ 2a

These sequential 2-body decays can be incorporated in the

determination of the average energy of the a particles from the
12

C (n, n'3a) reactions.

12
The mean neutron energy associated with the C (n, n'3") reaction

of Figure 7-1 is 12.9MeV. This reaction is more complicated in

that it is divided into 8 modes of interaction as shown by Caswell

and Coyne (1972). Their analysis is for 14MeV neutrons but since

all reaction channels are also open at 12.9MeV, the resultant

initial energy spectrum of Figure 3 of this publication for
12

C (n, n'3a) reaction should not be too different for 12.9MeV

neutrons. A rough calculation of at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6MeV
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gives an average a particle energy of approximately 1.85MeV, which
12 9

is not too different from that obtained from the C (n, a) ?Be

reaction.

Therefore an average initial energy of a particles emitted from

carbon is estimated as (E„) = 1.80Me7.N crc

7.8.1.5 ^Be Recoils

12 9
Dae to the significant effect of the C (n, a) "Be reaction, the
9
Be contribution to the ionization cannot be ignored.

9
To estimate the average energy of the Be recoils, the same

procedure was followed as that described by Equation J.6 i.e.

-B -<&-=+ - E2*» - (ifrV * 7-7

9
The resultant Be energies as calculated from Equation 7*7 are

also shown in Table 7«1« Taking the reaction cross-sections as

being a measure of the probability of each reaction, then the

9
average Be recoil energy Eg is calculated as being 1.27MeV.

A summary of the relative percentages and the average energies of

the particles produced in carbon are described in Section 7.5-1.4

and given in Table 7.2.
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7.5.1«A Summary of the Percentages of Total Keima

A summary of the percentages of the total kerma. transferred to

the particular particles (f^) in carbon is given in Table J.2.
These were obtained as follows.

f^ for individual elements is obtained by multiplying the keima
data from Table 7.8 (Coyne et al 1980), and the relative masses

of each element present and adjusting to a total of 1.

For each element, in this case, carbon, f. is divided between

the different reactions with that element using data from ICHIJ 26,

Figure A2. For each reaction, this fraction of kerma is divided

between the particles in the ratio of theirmean energies. Therefore,

in the case of a carbon recoil (only one particle), it gains all
12 9

the energy; in the case of C (n, a) "Be, the kerma is divided
12

in the ratio of mean energies; in the case of C (n, n' 3°0»

the a particles are assumed to gain all the energy.

In carbon, f^ for carbon recoils is assumed to be 66%. Of the
12 9

remaining 34%» it is assumed that the C (n, a) Be reaction
12

yields 76% of a particles, and the C (n, n' 3°0 reaction yields

24% from Figure 7.1* Therefore, by taking the ratio of mean

9
energies of the a particles and ^Be recoils from the former

reaction, it is assumed that a particles constitute 15-2% of total
Q

keima, and Be recoils 10.6%. Therefore, a particles from
12

C (n, n* 3a) reaction constitute 8.2% of the total kerma

transferred to carbon.
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7.5.2 Reactions in Oxygen

The relative percentages of oxygen recoils and a particles

produced from neutron reactions in oxygen are obtained from

ICBn 26, Appendix A, Figure A2, which displays the fraction of

energy transferred by any given mechanism against neutron energy.

The fraction of the energy transferred to oxygen recoils (fQ)
and to a particles reactions (fa) is estimated as 50% and 48%
respectively, the other 2% being for other reactions such as

(n, p) reactions.

7.5.2.1 Oxygen Recoils

Since the majority of oxygen recoils are produced from elastic

scattering, the average energy of oxygen recoils is given by

Equation 7.5* F°r an average neutron energy of 8.4MeV, an

average oxygen recoil energy is calculated as 0.94Me7.

7.5.2.2 a Particles

There are two prominent neutron reactions in oxygen, producing

a particles i.e.

1. l60 (n, a) 15C
2. l60 (n, n'a) 12C
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The fraction of energy transferred by each mechanism f is again

obtained from ICHU 26, Appendix A, Figure A2. The average a

particle energy from neutron reactions in oxygen can be estimated

via the neutron energy fluence spectrum as described in Section

7.5.1.2.

The predominant reaction in the production of a particles in

oxygen is obviously the 0 (n, a) ■'C reaction; the mean

neutron energy estimated from Figure 7*2 is 3.A!]MeV.

The average energy of the emitted particle is given by Equation 7.6,

where im, = mass of "^C recoil and = mass of "^0 recoil.

l6 13
The reaction energy for the 0 (n, a) ^C reaction is - 2.215MeF

(from Dennis (1973)). Possible energies of E^* are 0, 3-09 and
5.77MeV from Caswell and Coyne (l972). In the case of "^C recoils,

a neutron energy above 7«3MeV results in the "^C recoil becoming

excited to 3*09 and 3«77MeV levels and thereafter emitting gamma

rays of these energies. Therefore possible values of are 0,

3.09 and 3»77Me7 also.

"X* -%r
Possible combinations of E^ and E^ , reaction cross-sections,
and the resultant a particle energies as calculated from Equation

7.6, are shown in Table 7«3«

Taking the reaction cross-sections as being a measure of the

probability of each reaction, then the average ct particle energy E^
is calculated as being 1.63MeV.
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l6 12
Very few data are to be found on the 0 (n, n' a) C reaction.

It is however completely overshadowed by the "^0 (n, a) "^C
reaction. Therefore, since the mean neutron energy estimated

l6 12
for the 0 (n, n' a) C is 14MeV, and some of this energy is

used in the neutron inelastic scattering reaction, then an

overall a particle energy of 1.63MeV obtained from the "^0 (n, a)
13

C reaction is estimated.

7.5.2.3 13C Recoils

Due to the significant effect of the "^0 (n, a) "^C reaction,
13

the C contribution to the ionization cannot be ignored.

To estimate the average energy of the "^C recoils, the same

procedure was followed as that described by Equation 7*6, where

D&2 = mass of "^0 recoil and = mass of C recoil.

13The resultant C energies as calculated from Equation 7-6 are

also shown in Table 7«3« Taking the reaction cross-sections

as being a measure of the probability of each reaction, then

13the average C recoil energy is calculated as being 0. 9MeV.

7.5.2.1 Summary of Particles Produced in C/CQp Chamber

The percentages of the total energy carried by the particle and

the average energies of the particles produced in 00^ are given
in Table 7-4. These are obtained by following the same procedure

as discussed in Section 7«5»1«4 for reactions in carbon only.
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7.5.5 Energies of Wall and Gas Particles

Having established the energies of particles produced both in

carbon and oxygen as shown in Tables 7-2 and 7«4» a distinction

must be made between particles produced in the wall and particles

produced in the gas. If a particle is released in the wall, it

will have all energies from its energy at production down to

zero. Therefore, the assumption is made that the mean energy

of the particles issuing from the wall is equal to half the

initial energy.

For particles released in the gas, the assumption is made that the

particle will have its initial energy.

7.6 Comparison of Theory and Experiment of the Relative

Charged Particle Distribution in a C/C02 Chamber

The mean energies and the percentages of the total energy carried

by particles produced both in the wall and the gas of the C/CO2
chamber have been established in the preceding sections. The

method of calculating p has been dealt with in Section 7• 4?

values of p for particles produced both in wall and gas are shown

in Table 7»5« Therefore, these parameters must now be related

to Equations 7.1 and 7*3 which in turn must be related to

experiment.

Equations 7«1 and 7.3 are expressed in terms of absorbed dose,

whereas experimental measurements are made in terms of charge
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per unit volume. The proportionality between these two parameters

is W. Therefore, equation 7^1 can be expressed as
e

(2) = eK 1 - exp ( - (n )
m x

___ B
vi

for charged particles liberated in the gas, Equation 7^3 can

be expressed as

(3) = eKw Sg,m exp ( "
mrx

for charged particles liberated in .the wall. As regards and W2
the average energy required to produce an ion pair in the gas due

to particles liberated in the gas and wall respectively, W values

due to gas and wall particles are taken from ICHIJ 31 and Nguyens

et al (1980) and are shown in Table 7.6. It would seem

inappropriate to perform this analysis using individual W values

for each particle because no data are available on the W values of

^Be recoils in C02. Therefore, an effective W value > Is
calculated for both wall and gas by taking the percentages of

available W values for carbon and oxygen recoils in wall and gas

respectively. The resulting ratio W^/W2 = 1.02 i.e. a difference
between and W2 of approximately 2%. Because errors are
associated with individual W values e.g. in the case of 0.9, 1.8
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and 1.63MeV a particles, W values are estimated from 5. 3MeV
9

a particles, and because no data are available for Be recoils,

the assumption is made that for the purposes of

simplifying calculations.

An overall stopping power ratio for C/fX^ can be calculated from
the stopping powers in carbon and CO2, of carbon recoils,

9
a particles, and Be recoils produced in the wall.

Table 7.6 shows the stopping power ratios of 0.6MeV carbon recoils,

0.9MeV a particles and 0.64MeV ^Be recoils for a C/CO^ chamber.
Assuming their relative abundances to be 66%, 22% and 13%

respectively, the overall stopping power ratio
^ for C/C02

chamber for the purposes of this calculation is estimated to be

1.115.

This estimate can be compared with the data of Bichsel and Rubach
12(1978). They give values of Sm for a particles and C ions for

an infinitesimal Bragg-Gray chamber and a neutron energy of 14MeV.
12

Assuming relative abundances of a particles and C ions of

and 66% respectively, the value of S is calculated as 0.99 - 0.13
m,g

which incorporates the calculated value from Janni.

The estimate from Janni can also be compared with the stopping

power ratio calculated from Edwards (1978). The value of S
m,g

is estimated as 1.13 - 0.06 which agrees within the uncertainties

with the estimated value of Janni.
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7.6.1 Summary of the Relative Contribution
to Ionization from Vail and Gas

The total ionization from wall particles is taken from Equation 7*9

i.e. the charge per unit mass is given by -

F/Qn 1 X— e f. S K exp (-((|i ) ). x) 7.10
L m xiw = ) - S'm W v^wcpVi

i = a,b,c 2

where a, b, and c refer to 0.6MeV carbon recalls, 0.9MeV a particles
9

and 0.64Me¥ Be recoils from the wall respectively; f^ refers to the
fraction of energy due to these particles respectively, taken from

Table 7.2

The total ionization from gas particles is taken from Equation 7.8

i.e. the charge per unit mass is given by -

[<2Ur - Y" lit (1 - elp C" (C|WVi x) 7,11"m'xJg

i = d,e,f,g,h,j V1

where d, e, f, g, h, and j refer to 1.2MeV carbon recoils, 1.8MeV

a particles, 1.27MeV ^Be recoils, 0.94MeV "^0 recoils, 1.63MeV a

particles and 0.9Me7 carbon recoils respectively; f^ refers to the
fraction of energy due to the particles, respectively, taken from

Table 7.4.

Individual contributions to the wall and gas ionization as described

by Equations 7«10 and 7.11 are shown in Figure 7.4, assuming
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V1 = V2 ^as has teen discussed), and displaying 1.12 for the wall
particle contributions. The individual total wall and gas

contributions are shown in Figure 7«5«

The total ionization in the C/CO^ chamber is given by the sum of
Equations 7.10 and 7.11 i.e.

[®x.T = [©Jw + [®x]g 7*

as shown in Figure 7.6.

[(Q/rnJ describes the incremental ionization in an increment of

chamber volume, since density of CO2 remains constant. The
experiments of Chapters 4» 5 and 6 are displayed in terms of

CLgat/d ^aeTe !gat ls integrated charge over the total chamber
volume.

Therefore to relate theory and experiment, Equations 7.10 and 7.11

must be integrated with respect to x from x = 0 to x = d,

and then divided by d i.e.

z^satx
^ d 'theory r r<2)j + r [(2>j0 o _ m'x. w 0 o . nrx_ £

7.13

Theory and experiment can be compared by normalising both

(qsat/d)expt from 6 311(1 ^sat/d)theory from E(luation 7-3-3
as is shown in Figure 7.7
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As is shown in Figure 7«7» in the range 0 - 8mm, theory predicts

a more rapid decrease in (q_ a^./d.) with plate separation to a
lower value, than is shown by experiment. Theory predicts a rise

in qga^/d in the range greater than 8mm whereas experiment shows
qgat/d to begin to flatten out.

Unfortunately, the scope of the C/CO^ chamber is such that the

(igat/^expt con~krit>ution beyond 18mm cannot be obtained.
^3at/d)theory' can, however, be continued to higher plate
separations, and with increasing d, (lsa^/(i)^jieory. approaches a
value equal to the value of ((lsa^/(i)^jleory. as d-^0, i.e.
^sat^^ small
^sat^^ large

= 1.0.

theory

The predictions of Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Equation 6.3 states

that

^ ^-sat small = jm ^m,g^^S3at7^ large Kg

where K. /K = ratio of kerma in wall and gas. We have chosenm' g 0

a value of (S ) = 1.12 earlier in this chapter. Fromm,g'

Table 6.5, the ratio of kerma is calculated as 1.116. Therefore

the value of ^sat^^ small = 1.0 is in good agreement with the
^sat^^large

value as calculated previously.
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7.7 Analysis of C/Air Chamber

The elemental composition of air is shown in Table 1.3. The

predominant reactions produced from neutron bombardment in

oxygen have been discussed in Section 7.5* Reactions in nitrogen

have been mentioned and will now be discussed in detail.

7.7.1 Reactions in Nitrogen

The relative percentages of nitrogen recoils, protons, deuterons

and a particles produced in nitrogen are obtained from ICRU 26,

Appendix A, Figure A2, which displays the fraction of energy

transferred by any given mechanism against neutron energy. The

fractions of nitrogen recoils, protons, deuterons, a particles

and other reactions for the neutrons used are estimated as ACP/o,

22%, A/o, 31% and f% respectively.

7.7.1.1 Nitrogen Recoils

The average energy of the resultant nitrogen recoils are given

by Equation 7*5 is calculated as 1.05MeV.
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7.7.1.2 Deuterons

The predominant neutron reactions in nitrogen producing deuterons

transferred by this mechanism, f^, is shown in ICRU 26, Appendix A
Figure A2. The average deuteron energy from neutron reactions in

nitrogen can be estimated via the neutron energy fluence spectrum

(Figure 7.3) as described in Section 7.5«1.2; the mean neutron

energy estimated from Figure 7«3 is 10.6MeV. The average energy

of the emitted particle is given by Equation 7.6 where = mass

of ^C recoil and = mass of recoil. The reaction energy

for the XVn, d) reaction is - 5«326MeV (from Dennis 1973).

Possible values of E^ and ^ aTe 0 3«68MeV (from Caswell
and Coyne 1972).

-X* -X*
Possible combinations of E^ and E^ , reaction cross-sections,
and the resultant deuteron energies as calculated from Equation 7.6

are shown in Table 7.10.

Taking the reaction cross-sections as being a measure of the

probability of each reaction, then the average deuteron energy

E, is calculated as 1.6MeV.

The fraction of neutron energy

d

7.7.1.3 13C Recoils

The "^C recoil contribution from the n, d) "c reaction must

13be considered. To estimate the average energy of C recoils,
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the same procedure was followed as that described by Equation 7.6,

where = mass of recoil and = mass of C recoil.

The resultant "^C recoil energies as calculated from Equation 7.6

are also shown in Table 7.10. Taking the reaction cross-section

as being a measure of the probability of each reaction, then the

average G recoil energy is calculated as 0.302MeV.

7.7.1.A a Particles

The predominant neutron reaction in nitrogen producing a particles

is the l4U(n, a) 1LB reaction. The fraction of energy transferred

by this mechanism is again obtained from ICEU 26, Appendix A,

Figure A and the average a particle energy is again obtained via

the neutron energy fluence spectrum; the mean neutron energy for

this reaction is estimated as 7«8Me7. The average energy of the

emitted a particle is given by Equation 7.6. The reaction energy

for this reaction is - 0.157MeV (Dennis 1973). Possible energies

of E^ and are 0, 2.2lAMeV, A.AAAMeV and 5»019MeV (Caswell
and Coyne 1972). Possible combinations of E^ and E2 , reaction -■
cross sections, and the resultant a particle energies as

calculated from Equation 7.6 are shown in Table 7.11. Taking the

reaction cross-sections as being a measure of the probability of

each reaction, then the average a particle energy is calculated

as 2.62Me7.
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7.7.1.5 1XB Recoils

Hie X1B recoil contribution from the n, a) 1LB reaction must

be considered. The same procedure as has been followed during the

course of this chapter has been employed, resulting in an average

i:lb recoil energy of 1.07MeV (Table 7«ll).

7.7.1.6 Protons

There are two prominent neutron reactions in nitrogen producing

protons i.e. ^"^N(n, p) "^C and "*"^N(n, n'p) ^C. The same

procedure is followed as has been described during the course of

this chapter. For the ^^(n, p) "^C reaction, the mean neutron

energy estimated from Figure 7.3 is 8.15MeV; the reaction energy

-X-
is 0.626MeV; possible energies of E^ and E^ are 0, 6.78MeV
and 8.32MeV (Ajzenberg-Selove 1970). Resultant proton energies

as calculated from Equation 7-6 are shown in Table 7.12; the

average proton energy is calculated as A.5MeV.

Very little information is available on the l4N(n, n'p) 15C
reaction, which is secondary in importance to the l4U(n, p) 15C
reaction. Therefore, since the mean neutron energy estimated

for the ^^N(n, n'p) reaction is 12.7MeV, and some of this

energy is used in the neutron inelastic scattering reaction,

then an overall proton energy of 4. ^MeV obtained from the

n, p) ~^C reaction is estimated.
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7.7.1.7 XiC Recoils

The "^C recoil contribution from the "^^(n, p) "^C and lz%(n, n'p)
"*"4C reactions must be considered. Using the same procedure as

previously, an average "^C recoil energy of 0.39MeV is estimated

(Table 7.12).

7.7.2 Summary of Relative Contributions in C/Air Chamber

Summaries of the relative percentages and the average energies of

the particles produced in carbon and air are given in Tables 7.2

and 7.13 respectively.

Values of p for both wall and gas particles are shown in Table 7.14.;

calculation of p is based on the method outlined in Section 7«3.«

The total ionization from wall and gas particles is again given by

Equations 7.10 and 7«H» respectively, where m now represents
the stopping power ratio of air and carbon, is the average

energy required to produce an ion pair in air due to particles

produced in air, and Wg is the average energy required to produce
and ion pair in air due to particles produced in the wall.

Very few data are available on the W values of the individual

particles emanating from both wall and gas. Therefore the

assumption is made that = Wg.

An overall stopping power ratio can be calculated from the

9
stopping powers in air of carbon recoils, a particles and Be
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recoils issuing from the wall. Table 7.15 shows the stopping
12 9

power ratios of 0.6MeV C recoils and 0.6<4MeV Be recoils as

taken from Janni (1966) and of 0.9MeY a particles from Powers

(l980). Assuming the relative abundances from Table 7.2, the

overall stopping power ratio
^ for C/Air chamber is estimated

to be I.O5. Kerma values are shown in Table 7.8. Individual

contributions to the ionization in the C/Air chamber are shown in

Figure 7.8, assuming S = 1.118. Individual total
m,g

contributions from wall and gas are shown in Figure 7.9: [(Q/m)
from Equation 7.12 is shown in Figure 7.10.

With = I.05, the wall contribution is too large compared

to the gas contribution contrary to experimental results. A value

of Sm = 1.18 gives very good agreement with experiment in
the range 0 - 18mm, as is shown in Figure 7.11.

A continuation of (q ,/d)sa.

results in a value of

theory
^sat7^small

to higher plate separations

^ atlarge.

0.68.

theory

This is in good agreement with Equation G.J>i a combination of

S = 1.18 and (K ) = 0.787 from Table 6.5 results in am,g m,g' ^
value of ^saV^small = O.667.

^saV^ large
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7.8 Analysis of C/TE Chamber

The elemental composition of TE gas is shown in Table 7.16. The

predominant reactions produced from neutron bombardment in both

carbon and oxygen have been discussed in Section 7»5» The

predominant reaction in hydrogen is elastic scattering i.e.

recoil proton production. The predominant reaction in nitrogen

is assumed to be elastic scattering although a particle and

proton production would also contribute; the reason for this

omission is because nitrogen is only a 3.^ fraction of the

elemental composition of TE gas by weight, therefore a more

detailed analysis would not affect the final result significantly.

The average energies of the resultant protons and nitrogen recoils

are calculated from Equation 7»5»

Summaries of the relative percentages and the average energies

of the particles produced in carbon and TE gas are given in

Tables 7^2 and 7*17 respectively. These energies are based

on the assumption that the average energy of the wall

particles is half the initial energy, and the average energy

of the gas particles is the initial energy, as discussed in

Section 7- 5•3•
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Values of p for both wall and gas particles are shown in Table

7.8? calculation of p is based on the method outlined in Section

7.5. The total ionization from wall and gas particles is again

given by Equations 7.10 and 7.11 respectively, where S now
O 9

represents the stopping power ratio between TE gas and carbon,

is the average energy required to produce an ion pair in the TE

gas due to particles produced in the gas, and W2 is the average

energy required to produce an ion pair in the TE gas due to

particles produced in the wall. For wall particles (Equation 7.10),
12

i = a, b, c where a, b and c again refer to 0.6MeV C recoils,

9
0.9MeV a particles and 0.64MeV Be recoils respectively. For gas

particles (Equation 7.1l)» i = d, e, f, g, h, j, k, 1 where
12

d, e, f, g, h, j, k and 1 refer to zL.2MeV protons, l,2MeV C

recoils, 1.8MeV a particles, 1.27MeV ^Be recoils, 1.05MeV

recoils, 0.9AMeV "^0 recoils, l.S^MeV a particles and 0.9MeV "^C
recoils respectively.

Values of and for particles liberated in both gas and wall

are taken from IOBB 31 and Nguyens et al (1980) and are shown in

Table 7«9« Again, it would seem inappropriate to use individual

W values for each particle because no data are available on the V

9 —values of Be recoils in TE gas. Therefore, effective W values

(Wg^) are calculated for both wall and gas by taking the
percentages of available W values for particles produced in wall

and gas respectively. The resulting ratio = 1.03 i.e. a

difference between and W2 of approximately JP/o. Again, because
of errors associated with individual W values and the lack of

9 _ _
data for Be recoils, the assumption is made that for

the purposes of simplifying calculations.
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An overall stopping power ratio for C/TE can be calculated from

the stopping powers in carbon and TE gas of carbon recoils, a

g
particles and Be recoils produced in the wall. Table 7-20

12
shows the stopping power ratios of 0.6MeV C recoils and 0.6iMe7

^Be recoils as taken from Janni (1966) and of 0.9MeV a particles

from Powers (1978). Assuming the relative abundances from

Table 7-2, the overall stopping power ratio Sm ^ for C/TE chamber
is estimated to be 0.66.

Kerma values are shown in Table 7.Q.

To relate theory and experiment, Lhaux-^ a®a^n Siven by
Equation 7.13 and .j. "taken from Chapter 6, Figure 6.2;
for comparison, Lheux-^ ^saf^expt aJ^e k°"th normalised.

Using a value of S = 0.66, (q ,/d),, does not agree with0
m,g ^sat' 'theory B

<W"W' in that experiment shows q^^/d to increase to
approximately 18% at large plate separations, whereas theory

predicts "to fall to approximately 35^ at large plate

separations.

Theory and experiment would agree if a combination of Sm ^

1.33> which is a complete contradiction to the value of 0.66

calculated from Janni. A value of S = 1.33 indicates that the
m,g

stopping power of carbon is greater than that of TE gas. In fact,
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the stopping power of TE gas is larger than that of carbon

because of the large stopping power of methane, a constituent

compound of TE gas. (This large value of S-. is confirmed in
4

Chapter 8, where W values are discussed). Therefore, merely

choosing a suitable value of
^ to fit experiment does not

appear to be the solution in this case.

The major difference in the C/TE chamber from the C/CO^ and
C/Air cases is the introduction of hydrogen into the calculations.

C/C02 and C/Air give good results because we are dealing with
heavy recoils and a particles only, 'with the same order of

magnitude in values of kerma, stopping power, energy, p values,

range, etc.

However, the parameters in similar calculations with protons

involve energies of the order of 4 times those of the heavy recoils

and a particles, keima values of hydrogen of the order of 10 times

that of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen, accumulating in a p value of

the order of 100 times smaller than the p values of the heavy

recoils and a particles.

It may be assumed that the heavy recoil and a particle contributions

of Figure 7.8 are reasonably accurate, since C/C02 and C/Air
chambers give good agreement between theory and experiment.

Clearly, the disagreement between theory and experiment in the

C/TE case lies primarily in the theoretical proton gas contribution

not building up quickly enough, with respect to plate separation
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i.e. the value of p assigned to protons is too low. In fact a value
-1

of |i of 0.21cm , a value 10 times that of the predicted value,

allows a build up of protons which results in the theoretical

curve of Figure 7.12. Individual contributions to the ionization

in the C/TE chamber are shown in Figure 7.13* assuming S =
s

0.66 and p for protons = 0.21cm "'".The individual total wall and
S

gas contributions are shown in Figure 7.Id; the total ionization

as given by Equation 7.12 is shown in Figure 7.15*

A value of p = 0.21cm indicates,

1. The protons to have a lower average energy than A.2MeV, in

this case, an energy of approximately 2.0MeV; or

2. The angular distribution to be other than a generally forward

distribution i.e. a more isotropic distribution may be assumed.

The situation in reality is likely to be a combination of both cases,

since a small change in either energy or angular distribution results

in a large change in p.

As was discussed for the C/CO2 chamber, (<3.ga|;A0e3p.(; cannot be
continued to higher plate separations. However, a continuation of

^sat^^theory results in a flattening of the curve at a value of

Lhtjuj-yy 00rTeisPon<^-nS to a ratio of ^sat^^ small
^sat7^ large'

= 0.27.

theory

This result is in good agreement with Chapter 6, Equation 6.3; a

combination of a value of S = 0.66 as used in this analysis and
m,g

a kerma ratio of 0.179 obtained from Table 6.5 results in a value of

^sat^^small
-^sat^^ large-1

= 0.271.

theory
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7.9 Summary

The relative charged particle contribution in C02, TE gas, and
air from the wall and gas particles in C/C02, C/TE, and C/Air
chambers, respectively, has been estimated.

In all three analyses, there have been obvious shortcomings in

the theory, exhibiting themselves in different ways.

The general shortcomings common to all three situations can be

summarised as follows —

7.9.1 Neutrons are assigned one average energy per individual

reaction, as calculated from the particle energy fluence spectrum,

when in fact, the neutrons have a range of energies.

7.9.2 The individual particle energies are calculated from this

one average neutron energy, and in turn, the various particles are

assigned one average energy.

7.9.3 Hie fraction of energy transferred by a given mechanism

is calculated from Appendix A, Figure A2, ICSU 26, which is as

the fraction of energy transferred per 0.5MeV energy interval.

Calculations in this chapter use the mean energy fraction

transferred by each mechanism over the energy range 0 - 20MeV.
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7.9.4 Relatively -unimportant reactions are ignored e.g.

a) In the case of reactions in oxygen, 2?/o of reactions other than
l6

0 recoil and a particle production, are not included.

l6 12b) The 0 (n, n'a) C reaction is included in the calculation

involving the "^0 (n, a) "^C reaction.

7.9.5 The factor p is calculated using a single average particle

energy, and assuming a generally forward distribution. No

provision is made for differing p values with differing energy,

or differing angular distribution with each particle type.

7.9.6 The stopping power values as used in the calculation of p

for each particle type, and Sm ^ were calculated approximately from
an empirical formula given by Dennis (1979) f°r heavy recoils. The

stopping power values of protons of the same velocity as each

particle type, also involved in this calculation, were taken from

an extrapolation of the data of Janni (1966). This is not so

important in the case of Sm , as any discrepancy in the calculation
2

of <S> and Z will cancel in any ratio calculations.

7.9.7 Wall and gas particles are assigned an average energy which

is half their initial energy, and their initial energy, respectively.

This is perhaps the assumption which has the greatest effect on the

disagreement between theory and experiment.
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It may be that the wall particles produced near the wall/gas
interface contribute most to the ionization and would therefore

not have lost a great deal of their initial energy when entering

the gas; the wall particles produced deep in the wall may have

been stopped before entering the gas. This would result in wall

particles having an average energy somewhere between their initial

and half their initial energy.

Also, the gas particles produced at lower plate separations would

have lost some of their energy before reaching higher plate

separations, so would have energies lower than their initial

energies.

Shortcomings specific to individual chamber analyses can be

summarised as follows -

7.9«8 C/C02 Chamber - Limitations

The calculation of an overall W value for both wall and gas,

involved extrapolations from the data given by Nguyens et al

(1980) for recoil particles, when available, and from ICBXT 31 for

9
a particles. No data were available for Be recoils. Since an

overall Wg^ ratio for G/CO^ resulted in a value differing by
only a few percent from 1.0, the approximation was made that
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7.9.9 C/TE Chamber - Limitations

7.9.9.1 For reactions in nitrogen, it was assumed, that the

predominant reaction of elastic scattering was the only reaction,

although particle and proton production would also contribute.

7.9.9.2 In order to calculate the stopping powers in TE gas, the

stopping powers in the constituent compounds i.e. CH^, CC^ and ,

were obtained and an overall stopping power was calculated using

the Bragg Additivity Rule; Bichsel (1977) claims that the Bragg

Additivity Rule can only be applied with an uncertainty exceeding 3%.

7.9.9.5 only approximation obtained for
^ was that

calculated from Janni. No other data on the S for C/TE chamber
m,g

could be obtained.

7.9.10 C/Air Chamber — Limitations

137.9.10.1 Deuterons and C recoils are not included in the final

overall contribution as they each contribute less than 2% to the

ionization in N£.

7.9.10.2 4$ of the reactions in N^, which are other than those
dealt with in detail, have been omitted in the final contribution.
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7.9•10•3 The approximation was made that = W2, due to the
lack of available data.

Taking the 3 cases described as a whole, theoretical conditions

ascribed to all chambers are those which give best agreement

between theory and experiment. For example, it may be the case

that a slight change in theory may benefit agreement between

theory and experiment in the case of the C/C02 chamber, but would
result in complete disagreement in the case of the C/Air chamber.

The results as shown are, in fact, the best compromise of the

outlined theory to give balanced results in all three cases.

7.10 Conclusion and Comparison with the
Results of Makarewicz and Pszona (l98l)

It must be concluded that an accurate picture of the relative

charged partical contribution in an ionization chamber is very

difficult, if not impossible, to achieve with existing theory.

It is therefore a series of estimations, based on some broad

assumptions, which are presented in this thesis.

Makarewicz and Pszona describe partial conversion factors for

gas and wall given by

S 1 + cR/d

K
_£
K
w

for gas conversion factors and
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1 S
i + cR/a s,m

for wall conversion factors where R = range of individual

particles in the gas of interest.

For C/CC^ chamber, Makarewicz and Pszona display their results
as R/d against r for both wall and gas particles, using a value

of c = 0.31.

In order to compare their results with the results given in this

thesis, the range of particles in a C/CC^ chamber can be
calculated from l/\i where |i has been described as the linear

attenuation coefficient for each particle type in a particular

gas. Values of |i for C/CO^ chamber are given in Table 7»5» A
plot of R/d against r for all particles mentioned in Table 7.5

is displayed in Figure 7«l6, assuming S =1.12 and^ 9&

K = 0.91. The results agree very well with the results of
g,m "o j

Makarewicz and Pszona with only a slight difference at large

plate separations for gas particles due to a difference in the

choice of kerma and stopping power values.



TABLE7.1FactorsInvolvedintheDeterminationofAveragea Particleand^BeRecoilEnergiesfromC(n»a)^BeReaction Options

ReactionX-sectionmbn
Eq(MeV)

Eb(MeV)

1.

*

E1

-0,

*

E2

=0

49

2.80

1.69

2.

*

E1

=0,

*

E2

=1.67MeV

14

I.65

1.17

3.

*

E!

=0,

*

E2

=2.43MeV

17.5

1.12

0.94

4.

*

E1

=0,

*

E2

=3.03MeV

14

0.71

O.76

5-

*

E1

=2.
43MeV,

o

ii

*

CM

w

17.5

1.12

0.94



TABLE7.2

PercentagesandAverageEnergies ofParticlesProducedinCarbon Particle

AverageEnergy

Percentage

CarbonRecoil

1.20MeV

66%

aParticle

1.80MeV

23.4%

97BeRecoil

1.27MeV

10.6%

l\3
o\



TABLE7.3FactorsInvolvedintheDeterminationofAveragea Particleand^CRecoilEnergiesfrom"*"^0(n,a)"^CReaction Options

ReactionX-sectionmbn
Ea(MeV)

Eq(MeV)

1.

*

E1=

*

=0,E2
=0

23

5-34

2.13

2.

*

E1=

*

=0,E2
=3.09MeV

15

3.02

1.36

3.

*

E1=
=3.09MeV,

*

E2=0

15

3.02

1.36

4.

*

E1=

*

=0,E2
=3.77MeV

52

2.51

1.19

5.

*

E1=
=3.77MeV,

*

E2=0

52

2.51

1.19

6.

*

E1=
=3-09MeV,

E2* =3•09MeV

30

0.71

0.59

7.

*

E1=
=3.09MeV,

E2* =3-77MeV

67

0.20

0.42

8.

*

E1=
=3.77MeV,

E2* =3.09MeV

67

0.20

0.42



TABLE7.4
FractionofTotalKerma,fiandAverage EnergiesofParticlesProducedinC02 Particle

AverageEnergy(MeV)
f.

1

"^0recoil

0.94

0.349

aparticle

I.64

0.214

15Crecoil

0.90

0.118

"^0recoil

1.20

0.200

aparticle

1.80

0.071

9

Berecoil

1.27

0.032

Others

-

0.016

1

H

IV) 00 1



TABLE7.5ValuesofLinearAttenuationCoefficients(u)1—±vtcp'g forparticlesProducedinVailandGasinC/COpChamber
Particle

Arising in

®R

*2

%

<s>

SH

^linear

(n)cpg

"^Crecoil

W

0.6

0.05

860

0.083

2570

4.65

7.76

aparticle

W

0.9

-

-

-

1905

5.45

3.85

Q

Berecoil

V

O.64

0.072

725

0.102

II83

2.14

3.35

"^Crecoil

G

1.2

0.101

668

0.086

2068

3.75

3.12

aparticle

G

1.8

-

-

-

1489

2.70

1.50

Q

Berecoil

G

1.27

0.142

654

0.104

1088

1.97

1.55

0recoil

G

0.94

O.O59

825

0.103

5458

9.84

10.48

aparticle

G

I.65

-

-

-

1562

2.83

1.74

^Crecoil

G

0.9

0.07

760

0.084

2298

4.16

4.62

arewallandgasrespectively energyofparticle(MeV) energyofprotonofsamevelocity(MeV)
•■I2

massstoppingpowerofprotonofsamevelocity(MeVgcm)
•"X2

massstoppingpowerofrecoiloraparticle(MeVg~cm) =where=densityofairat23°Cunits-MeVcm""*" ~^linear
Er

WandG
ER= *2= Sp=

SH= ^linear



TABLE7.6WValuesforParticlesProducedinC/CO2Chamber Particle

¥(eV)

Reference

0.6MeV12Crecoil
42.5

Nguyensetal(1980)̂

0.9MeVaparticle
34-2

ICRN31(1979)forEa.=5.3MeV'
(MefPw=W2"40"5eV

0.64MeV^Berecoil
-

0.94MeV"^0recoil
45.0

Nguyensetal(l980)

1.63MeVaparticle
34.2

ICEU31(1979)forEa=5.3MeV'
0.9MeV15Crecoil
42.5

Nguyensetal(1980)

1.2MeV12Crecoil
42.5

Nguyensetal(1980)

^efPg=*1=41*4eV

1.27MeV^Berecoil
-

1.8MeVaparticle
34.2

ICRTJ31(1979)forEa=5.3MeV'



TABLE7-7
StoppingPowerRatiosforParticlesProducedinCarbon WallofC/CO2Chamber,fromJanni(1966)andPowers(1978) Particle

(s)pxmassC

^mass^C02

S

m»g

0.6MeV12Crecoil
2840

2570

1.105

0.9MeVaparticle
2063

I855

1.112

0.64MeV^Berecoil
1389

1183

1.172

V_M

H

-12

SunitsMeVgcmmassD



TABLE7.8
KermaValuesasObtainedfromComputationof DatabyCoyne(1980)andNeutronSpectrum

ofBonnet(l980) Element

_9

KermaValuesx10Gy
Hydrogen

38.430

Carbon

0.829

Nitrogen

1.112

Oxygen

0.710

V>J ro I



TABLE7.9ElementalCompositionofAir Element

PercentagebyWeight
0

23.2

N

75-51

Ar

1.3

l

M

VM
I



TABLE7.10FactorsInvolvedintheDeterminationofAverageDeuteron andRecoilEnergiesfrom(n,d)Reaction
Options

ReactionX-sectionmbn
Ed(MeV)

Ec(MeV)

**
E=̂0,E2=0 E1* =3.68Me¥,E2* =0
27.4 78.7

3.97 0.775

0.665 0.175



TABLE7.11FactorsInvolvedintheDeterminationofAverageaParticle and"^BRecoilEnergiesfrom(n,a)"^BReaction Options

ReactionX-sectionmbn
Ea(MeV)

Eg(MeV)

*

E1=

OMeV,E2*
—

OMeV

15.7

5.27

1.96

-*

E!=

2.214MeV,

*

E2

=OMeV

9.1

3.64

1.37

*

E1=
=2.214MeV,

*

E2

=2.214MeV

9.1

2.02

0.779

*

E1=
=4.444MeV,

*

E2

=OMeV

7.4

2.03

0.775

*

E!=
.4.444MeV,

*

E2

=4.444MeV

7.4

-

-

*

E1=
=4.444MeV,

*

E2

=2.214MeV

8.2

0.388

0.184

*

E1=
=5.019MeV,

*

E2

=OMeV

7.4

1.59

0.621



TABLE7.12FactorsInvolvedintheDeterminationofAverageProton and~^CRecoilEnergiesfrom(nip)"^CReaction
Options

ReactionX-sectionmbn
Ep(MeV)

Ec(MeV)

M

*

it

=0,E2* =0

Equally

7.66

0.613

*

B1=
=6.78MeV,E2* r
=0

Divided

1.34

0.159



TABLE7.13FractionofTotalKerma,andAverage EnergiesofParticlesProducedinAir Particle

AverageEnergy(MeV)
f.

1

^0recoil

0.94

0.080

aparticle

1.64

0.057

15Crecoil

0.90

0.027

recoil

1.05

0.328

Protons

4.50

0.166

14Crecoil

0.A0

0.014

Deuteron

1.60

0.028

recoil

0.30

0.006

*aparticle

1.62

0.185

^"^Brecoil

1.08

0.076

Others

-

0.033

I

M

—J
I



TABLE7.14ValuesofLinearAttenuationCoefficients(u)for'—3vtcpg ParticlesArisinginBothWallandGasofC/AirChamber
Particle

Arising in

*2

Sp

<s>

SH

Slinear

(n)CPg

^Crecoil

W

0.6

0.05

875

0.085

2615

3.11

5.19

aparticle
9

Berecoil
"^0recoil

W

0.9

-

-

-

1945

2.31

2.57

W

0.64

0.072

800

0.102

1306

1.55

2.43

G

0.94

0.059

850

O.O69

3765

4.48

4.77

aparticle

G

1.64

-

-

-

1552

1.85

1.13

15Crecoil

G

0.90

0.070

810

0.084

2449

2.91

3.24

recoil

G

1.05

0.076

790

0.076

2942

3.50

3.33

Proton

G

4.5

4.5

74.22

-

74.22

0.088

0.02

^C recoil

G

0.4

0.029

980

0.072

3472

4.13

10.33

aparticle 11-Brecoil

G

2.62

-

-

-

1179

1.40

0.54

G

1.08

0.099

730

0.174

3176

3.78

3.50

VandGarewallandgasrespectively
E=̂energyofparticle(MeV) El=energyofprotonofsamevelocity(MeV)

—12

Sp=massstoppingpowerofprotonofsamevelocity(MeVg~cm)
"■12

Sg=massstoppingpowerofrecoiloraparticle(MeVg~cm) Slinear~wileref=densityofairat23°Cunits-MeVcm"1 ne E.

()̂=STcpglinear
R



TABLE7.15
StoppingPowerRatiosforParticlesProduced,inCarbonWall ofC/AirChamberfromJanni(1966)andPowers(1978) Particle

(s)nmassC

(s)mv massCO2

S

m»g

0.6MeV12Crecoil
2840

2730

1.04

0.9MeVaparticle
2063

1945

1.06

0.6z|MeV^Berecoil
1389

1325

I.05

-12

Units-MeVgcm



TABLE7.16ElementalCompositionofTEGaa Element

PercentagebyWeight
H

10.2

C

45-6

N

5.5

0

40.7



TABLE7.17FractionofTotalKerma,f^andAverage EnergiesofParticleaProducedinTEGaa Particle

AverageEnergy(MeV)
f.

1

Proton

4.20

0.847

^2Crecoil

1.20

O.O54

aparticle

1.60

0.019

9

Berecoil

1.27

0.009

recoil

1.05

0.008

"^0recoil

0.94

0.031

aparticle

1.64

0.019

15Crecoil

0.90

0.011

Others

-

0.002

I

M

-f*.
H

I



TABLE7.18ValuesofLinearAttenuationCoefficients(u)for'^cpg ParticlesProducedinWallandGasofC/TEChamber
Particle

Arising in

»R

Sp

Sp

<s>

SH

S]_inear

(n)cp'g

"^Crecoil

W

0.60

0.05

1433

0.083

4282

4.49

7.49

aparticle

W

0.90

-

-

-

2866

3.01

3.34

q

Berecoil
i

W

0.64

0.072

1291

0.102

2107

2.21

3.45

Proton

G

4.20

4.2

101.1

101.1

0.106

0.025

"^Crecoil

G

1.20

0.101

1143

0.086

3537

3.71

3-09

aparticle
9

Berecoil

G

1.80

-

-

-

2107

2.21

1.23

G

1.27

0.142

1061

0.104

1764

1.85

1,46

recoil
"^0recoil

G

1.05

0.076

1283

0.068

4271

4.48

4.27

G

0.94

0.059

1389

0.103

9.42

9.59

10.2

aparticle

G

i.64

-

-

-

2250

2.36

1.44

15Crecoil

G

0.90

0.070

1309

o.o84

3956

4.15

4.61

WandGarewallandgasrespectively BR Ep
Sp

SH ^linear (u)xrcp'g

energyofparticle(MeV) energyofprotonofsamevelocity(MeV) massstoppingpowerofprotonofsamevelocity(MeVgcm)
••I2

=massstoppingpowerofrecoiloraparticle(MeVg~cm) =Sgwhere=densityofairat23°Cunits-MeVcm ^linear Br

-1



TABLE7.19VValuesforParticlesProducedinC/TEChamber Particle

W(eV)

Reference

0.6MeV12Crecoil
42.0

Nguyens
etal(1980)

0.9MeVaparticle
33.0

ICRU31
(1979)!
<VefPv=

=w2=
=39.8eV

0.64MeV9Berecoil
-

1.2MeV12Crecoil
42.0

Nguyens
etal(1980)

1.8MeVaparticle
33.0

ICRU31
(1979)

1.27MeV9Berecoil
-

0.94MeVl60recoil 1.63MeVaparticle
45.5 33.0

Nguyens ICRU31
etal(1980)| (1979)!
^efPg=

:Wx=
=40.9eV

0.9MeV15Crecoil
42.0

Nguyens
etal(1980)|

1.05MeV14Nrecoil
40.0

Nguyens
etal(1980)'

4.2MeVproton

31.0

ICRU31
(1979)!



TABLE7.20
StoppingPowerRatiosforParticlesProduced inCarbonVailofC/TEChamber Particle

(S)NmassC

(S)rrmNmassTEgas
S

m,g

0.6MeV12Crecoil
950

1435

O.665

0.9MeVaparticle
1850

2866

O.649

0.64MeV^Berecoil
850

1291

O.658

I

M

4^ -P*

-12

Units-MeVgcm
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-b'lmjHE 7.1 Energy Fluence Spectrum of Particlea

Produced in Carbon

1. Neutron Energy Fluence Spectrum

12 9
2. Energy Fluence Spectrum of C (n, a) 7Be

Reaction

12
3. Energy Pluence Spectrum of C (n, n'3a)

Reaction
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j'HjU-mii 1,2 Energy Fluence Spectrum of Particles

Produced in Oxygen

1. Neutron Energy Fluence Spectrum

"i /T 17

2. Energy Fluence Spectrum of 0 (n, a)
Reaction

123. Energy Fluence Spectrum of 0 (n, n'a) C
Reaction



7000 6000
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FIGU.HE 7.5 Energy Fluence Spectrum of Particles

Produced in Nitrogen

1. Neutron Energy Pluence Spectrum

2. Energy Pluence Spectrum of 1AS (n, a) 1LB
Reaction

3. Energy Pluence Spectrum of "*"^N (n, p)
Reaction

4. Energy Pluence Spectrum of 14N (n, d) 13C
Reaction

5. Energy Pluence Spectrum of Hi (n, n'p)
Reaction



7000 6000

E(MeV)
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FIGURE 7.A Individual Contributions to Ionization

in C/C02 Chamber

1. 0.60MeV "^C Recoils from Wall

2. 0.90MeV a Particles from Wall

3. 0.64MeV ^Be Recoils from Gas

A, O.jAMeV "*"^0 Recoils from Gas

5. 1.63MeV a Particles from Gas

6. 1.20MeV "^C Recoils from Gas

7. 0.90Me7 Recoils from Gas

8. 1.80MeV a Particles from Gas

9
9. 1.27MeV Be Recoils from Gas



d(mm)
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FIGURE 7»5 Ionization Contributions Due to Wall and Gas

Particles in C/002 Chamber
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FIGURE 7.6 Total Ionization in C/CO2 Chamber



d(mm)
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FIGU.KE 7.7 Total Integrated. Ionization in C/CO2 Chamber

Comparison of Theory and Experiment



FIGURE7.7.

d(mm)
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FIGURE 7.8 Individual Contributions to Ionization in

C/Air Chamber

1. 0.60MeV 12C Recoils from Wall

2. 0.90MeV a Particles from Wall

3. 0.6AMeV ^Be Recoils from Wall

A. 1.05MeV Recoils from Gas

5. 2.62MeV a Particles from Gas

6. 0.9^Me7 ^0 Recoils from Gas

7. 1.08MeV Recoils from Gas

8. 1.6AMeV a Particles from Gas

9. 0.90MeV Recoils from Gas

10. O.AOMeV Recoils from Gas

A. 50MeV Proton Contribution from Gas

is negligible.



FIQURE*gt

d(mm)
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FIGURE 7.9 Ionization Contributions Due to Wall and

Gas Particles in C/Air Chamber



FIGURE7.9.
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FlUllitiij 7.10 Total Ionization in C/Air Chamber



<%>c
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d(mm)

FIGURE7.10.
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FIGURE 7.11 Total Integrated Ionization in C/Air Chamber

Comparison of Theory and Experiment
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FIGURE 7.12 Total Integrated Ionization in C/TE Chamber

Comparison of Theory and Experiment
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FIGURE 7.15 Individual Contributions to Ionization in

C/TE Chamber

1. 0.60MeV "^C Recoils from Wall

2. 0.90MeV a Particles from Wall

3. 0.6AMeV ^Be Recoils from Wall

i. A.20MeV Protons from Gas

5. 1.20MeV 12C Recoils from Gas

6. 0.94MeV 0 Recoils from Gas

7. 1.80MeV a Particles from Gas

8. 1.63MeV a Particles from Gas

9. 0.90MeV 15C Recoils from Gas

10. 1.05MeV Recoils from Gas

11. 1.27MeV ^Be Recoils from Gas



d(mm)
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FIGURE 7«1A Ionization Contributions Due to Vail and Gas

Particles in C/TE Chamber
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FIG-LI-HE 7.15 Total Ionization in C/TE Chamber
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FIGURE 7.16 Comparison of Theory to Results of

Makarewicz and Pszona (l98l)

Results of Makarewicz

Results of this thesis

Wall Particles:-

and Pszona:- Solid Line -

as follows:-

12
o 0.6MeV C Recoils

▲ 0.9MeY a Particles

x 0.64MeV ^Be Recoils

12
Gas Particles:- o 1.2MeV C Recoils

▲ 1.8MeV a Particles

x 1.27MeY ^Be Recoils

+ 0.94MeV l60 Recoils

V 1.63MeV a Particles

□ 0.90MeV 15C Recoils
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CHAPTER 8

METHOD FOR DERIVING THE M VALUES FOR PROTONS AND
CARBON VAUi RECOILS PROM NEUTRON, REACTIONS IN
VARIOUS GASES FROM KNOW ¥ VALUES

As has been discussed previously, the Bragg^-Gray Theory, which

relates the absorbed dose, D in the material of the wall of the
m

ionization chamber, to the charge collected, Q is

D = W (Sm J £ 8.1m
e m,g m

where W is the average energy required to produce an ion pair, e is

the electronic charge, Sm ^ is the mass stopping power ratio of wall
to cavity material, and m is the mass of the gas in the cavity.

This theory rests on the basic requirement that the dimensions of

the cavity be a very small fraction of the range of the charged

particles which cross it. Generally, for the size of the cavities

employed in neutron dosimetry, e.g. a plate separation of 5mm, the

Bragg^-Gray Theory does not hold for reasons described in Chapter 1.

However, if an effective plate separation is obtained by varying

the pressure of the gas in the cavity as described in Chapter 5»

then the equivalent plate separation can be such that a Bragg-

Gray approximation is valid.

Moreover, as is shown by experiment, values of (q ,/d ) measured
S SIX S

at small separations of TE/TE, TE/Air, C/C02, C/TE and C/Air
chambers, show a constant value of (q ,/d ) against d in the

sax

range d = 1mm to d, such that d ->0.
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Therefore, ass-uming a small enough d can "be obtained for a Bragg*-

Gray approximation to be valid, then for the same chamber, and same

dose delivered, but for different gases

(m » Sm'S'x = e Sm's)y 3,2

where x = first gas, and y = second gas.

Rearranging equation 8.2

^ I
Wy Sy

and to express in terms of experiment,

\ = ^qsat^deqV fx Sx 8.3
V ^sat^deq^x J* y ^y
y

Therefore, for the same chamber, exposed to the same neutron beam,

but filled with different gases, a knowledge of the gas densities,

and a knowledge of the predominant particles produced from the

wall, their energies and mass stopping powers in each gas, give the

W ratio for these particles in the gases of interest.

8.1 Experimental Measurements

was obtained at small equivalent plate separations of

both TE plastic and carbon chambers by reducing the pressure of the

gas in the cavity (as described in Chapter 5) for the gases Methane
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(CH.) and. Argon (Ar). This was in addition to values of (q_./d )/J. Sat ©c^

already obtained for TE gas and air, in both TE plastic and carbon

chambers. A value of (q ,/d ) was also obtained for C0„ in TES£LX ^

plastic chamber.

Methane, argon and CO^ gave constant (qsa^./dg^) measurements at a
variety of equivalent plate separations from O.J to 0.9mm, for

TE plastic and carbon chambers as applicable, as was the case for

TE gas and air. (Values of constant (q ,/d ) for all the statedSetu

gases are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.6).

Therefore, in all chamber combinations, the constant value of

(icAJ in the range d = O.J to 0.9mm, was assumed to be theSeLX

value of (q ,/d ) as d 0, and the Bragg^-Gray approximationS3/G

would therefore be valid.

8.1.1 TE Plastic Chamber

The predominant particles produced from the TE plastic wall are

assumed to be protons with an average energy of 2.1MeV. (This

average energy is obtained by assuming an average neutron energy of

8.4MeV, again based on the neutron energy fluence spectrum of Figure

6.5. Therefore, the mean energy of the protons when first released

is 4«2MeV. However, protons emerging from the TE plastic wall will,

on average have about half this energy as they will have all

energies from 4.2MeV down to zero. Hence the protons emerging

from the wall are assumed to have an average energy of 2.1MeV).
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The mass stopping powers as obtained from Janni (l966), the

(q ,/d ) measurements as obtained from experiment and thesat eq.

densities at 23°C are shown in Table 8.1 for the 5 gases of

interest. S for TE gas was obtained by calculation from
mass

constituent compounds (i.e. 64.4% CH^, 32.^6 C02 and 3-2% N2
by weight) using the Bragg Additivity Rule.

By inserting the values of Table 8.1 into Equation 8.3» the W

ratios for each gas combination can be obtained and are shown

in Column 5 of Table 8.3* These experimental values of W ratios

can be compared with the published data of various workers

accumulated in ICHtJ 31» entitled 'Average Energy Required to

Produce an Ion Pair'.

For the gases of interest, W values for 2.1MeV protons were

estimated from this publication and are shown in Table 8.2. A

comparison of W ratios as obtained by experiment with W ratios

from Table 8.2 is shown in Table 8.3.

As can be seen, the gas combinations of C02/Air, C02/Ar and
Air/Ar give very good agreement. The present measurements thus

support the W values as recommended by ICHC 31 for CC>2, Air and Ar.

The calculations involving CH^ with Ar, Air and C02 give an

average difference of 9.6T%; the calculations involving TE gas

with Ar, Air and C02 give an average difference of 5.94^.

This either indicates that one or all of the factors contributing

to the experimental W value of CH. and TE gas (i.e.tf, S or4 <= \ mass
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q ,/d ) is in error, or that the V values obtained from ICRU 31
S dbu

for CH. and TE gas are in error.4

In fact the data available from ICRU 31 for protons in CH^ are
limited as is shown in Figure 5« 4 of that publication; the

estimates of W™. for protons do not extend beyond 0.5MeV protonOH .

4 _

energies. Therefore, an experimental estimate of can be
_ 4

obtained by calculation from the W ratios of CC^/CH^, Air/CH^
and Ar/CH^. The individual estimates are shown in Table 8.4-
Therefore a value of W—. = 27.4 - 1.2eV is suggested for CH.

4 4
which is nearer the preliminary value suggested by Bichsel and

Inokuti (1976) than the results of Figure 5*4 of the ICRU Survey.

The data available from ICRU 31 for protons in TE gas is also

limited as shown in Figure 5»1 of that publication; the suggested

value of from this figure is 31*0 - 1.5eV for 20 < E/KeV <

3 x 10^, which incorporates a spread of lCP/o. Therefore,

experimental estimates of are shown in Table 8.5 from the

V ratios of TE/CO2> TE/Air and TE/Ar calculations. A value of

WfE = 33«1 - 1.5eV is suggested for TE gas. This range of
values of incorporates the value of 31« 9eV recommended by

Goodman and Coyne (1980) as is used in the absolute calibration of

TE/TE parallel-plate chamber (Chapter 9). It must also be noted

that the method of obtaining S for TE gas using the Braggmass ^

Additivity Rule may be unreliable according to Bichsel (1977). In

a paper outlining the present state of stopping power data, he

states that the Bragg Additivity Rule can only be applied with an

uncertainty exceeding f/o.
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8.1.2 Carbon Chamber

The carbon wall is more complicated than that of the TE plastic

wall in that the predominant particles are assumed to be carbon

recoils with an average energy of 0.6MeV (again derived by

assuming an average neutron energy of 8.4MeV etc) a particles and
Q

Be recoils of average energies of 0.9Me"V and O^dMeV respectively

(derived by assuming initial particle energies of 1.8MeV and 1.27MeV

respectively as calculated in Chapter 7> and assuming that the

average energies of the particles emerging from the wall will be

half of these values).

Therefore, the W values as obtained by experiment, are effective

W values (Wg^) in various gases, due to the combined effect of
9

carbon recoils;a particles and Be recoils.

The relative fraction of energy transferred by carbon recoils, a

9
particles and Be recoils emitted from the carbon wall are assumed

to be 66%, 23% and 10.6% respectively.

The mass stopping powers as obtained from Janni (1966) for 0.6MeV *

9
carbon recoils, 0.9Me7 a particles and 0.63MeV Be recoils, the

(^sat/^eq^ measurements as obtained by experiment, and the densities
at 23°C are shown in Table 8.6 for the five gases of interest.

The ratios of S , q ,/d and P involved in the calculationmass sa~c ©q

of ratios are shown in Table 8.8 for all gas combinations. The

effective stopping power ratio for each gas combination is
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calculated by assuming a weighting of 66% for 3car^on co;q» 23.4%
for S , and 10.6% for S_ .a' Be

By inserting these values into Equation 8.3 the ratios for

each gas combination can be obtained and are shown in Column 8 of

Table 8.8. Experimental values of ^ ^ ratios can only be compared
with the published data of Nguyens et al (1980) for carbon recoils

in TE gas, C0£ and CH^, and the survey data of ICHU 31 for a
particles in TE gas, C0^, Ar and CH^ (these W values are shown in
Table 8.7); no data are available on W values for ^Be recoils. The

value of for C0^ is for5a particles; the ICEU 31 survey

points out that W is energy dependent for a particles in this energy

region, therefore the value for CC^ is likely to be too large to
within amaximum difference of 4%. (W values for each gasx eff'theory 0
must be calculated by assuming a weighting of 74% for ¥ due to

carbon recoils and 26% for V due to a particles because of the lack

of data on ^Be recoils. A comparison of (W , and (Wv eff expt eff7theory
is shown in Table 8.8 for TE/CO2, TE/CH^ and CO^/CH^ combinations.

As can be seen, the combinations TE/CO^ and CO^/CH^ show differences
of 3.5% and 4.6% respectively. The difference of 8.2% in the case

of TE/CH^ indicates that the differences of 3«5^ and 4.6% will lie
primarily with the TE gas and CH^, since the figure of 8.2% is
approximately the sum of 3«5^> and 4.6%.

These differences are not unexpected under the experimental
— g

circumstances. The exclusion of W values of Be recoils in a value

of (Meff)-theory 0°n"tr^dTouL-fce to these differences. In addition
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the relatively low measurement of (<lsa-t/^eq) may introduce an
error of approximately 1% for each gas. Further errors may exist

in the estimation of the energy of the a particles emitted from

the wall and in the chosen values of ¥ for a particles. However,

the major source of error is in the determination of stopping

power at low recoil energies. As was mentioned in Chapter 6, for

proton energies of less than O.lMeV, approximate mass stopping

powers were obtained by continuation of S against (proton energy)11mass

curve to lower energies. An error of approximately 3% is estimated

because of these extrapolations; there must also be substantial

uncertainties in Janni's data.

Therefore, the present measurements agree with the measurements of

Nguyens et al and ICEC 31» to within the limits of experimental

error and the errors associated with stopping power data. Bearing

this in mind, the values for Air and Argon can be obtained

from W values of TE gas, C0o and CH..eff 2 4

— 1 o

Table 8.9 shows the determinations of (W . for 0.6MeV C
611 3*3.3?

Q

recoils, 0.9MeV a particles and 0.6l Be recoils from the

calculation of the combinations of TE/Air, CC^/Air and Air/CH^.
A value of (W . = 10.0 ^ 2.2eV is estimated.611 £13.3?

^ -I Q

Table 8.10 shows the determinations of (W for 0.6Me"7 Cv eff'argon
ions and 0.9MeV a particles from the calculations of combinations

of TE/Ar, C02/Ar and Ar/CH^. A value of (veff)argOI1 = 30«5 - l.leT
is estimated.
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8.1.5 Summary and Concilia ion

A method for deriving W values for protons and carbon wall recoils

from known W values, based on the use of Bragg^-Gray Theory at

very small plate separations, has been presented.

For protons, issuing from the TE plastic wall, the experimental

results agree well with the published data of other authors;

for recoil particles issuing from the carbon wall, there are few

data available for comparison with published data.

In both cases, the method has been established for the

determination of the V values of protons from TE plastic wall and

W values of recoil particles from carbon wall, in any gas.



TABLE8.1TEPlasticChamber(2.1MeVprotons) Gas

Densityat23°C -5

gemx10

q,/d10~®Cmmsateq

S

majs2
MeVgcm

TEgas

1.049

0.358

175.09

co2

1.811

0.445

130.23

Air

1.190

0.288

150.99

Ar

I.645

O.366

92.11

CH,
4

0.660

0.308

196.77

l

M

CD
ON

I



TABLE8.2WValuesEstimatedfromICED51for2.1MeVProtons Gas

W(eV)

DescriptionofReference

TEgas

29-5-32.5

31.0i1.5eVfromFigure5.1 30.03eVfromTable5«H
co2

53.0-36.0

34.4eYfromTable5«H 34«5-l«5eYfromFigure5*4
Air

35.2

35«2eVfromTable$.11
Ar

26.0-28.0

26.7eVfromTable5*H 26.6-0.5evfromTable$.1 27.0-l.OeVfromFigure5*3
^4

29.4-31.5

29«4eYfromBichselandInokuti(1976)(FromICRTJ3l) 3O.5l̂.OeVfromFigure5*4



TABLE8.5ComparisonofVRatiosObtained.ByExperiment With¥RatiosfromICRU51Survey
(l)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6),(7)(8) Gas-£(Combination)y

^sat^eq^Y

(s)* * mass'Y

(w)* Experiment
(W)yICRU31 Limits

(W)yICRU31 AverageValue
Percentage Difference of(5)and(7)

te/co2

0.804

0.579

1.329

0.957

0.819-0.985

0.902

+5.76

TE/Air

1.243

0.882

1.321

0.938

0.923-0.838

0.881

+6.O4

TE/Ar

0.978

0.638

1.879

I.225

I.25O-I.O54

1.152

+6.01

te/ch^

1.162

1.589

0.880

1.203

1.105-0.937

1.021

+15.13

C02/Air

1.545

1.522

0.994

0.979

1.023-0.938

0.980

-0.10

C02/Ar

1.216

1.101

1.413

1.280

1.385-1.179

1.282

-0.16

co2/ch4

1.444

2.744

0.662

1.258

1.224-1.048

1.136

+9.67

Air/Ar

0.787

0.723

1.422

1.307

1.257-1.354

1.305

+0.12

Air/ch^

0.935

1.803

0.666

1.284

1.117-1.197

1.157

+9.87

Ar/CH4

1.188

2.493

0.468

0.982

O.952-O.825

0.889

+9.47



TABLE8.4Estimationoffor2.1MeVProtons (GasCombination)^

V"

Ratio(w)yPromTable8.3
wch4^

co2/ch4

1.258

26.2-28.6

Air/CH^

1.284

27-4

Ar/CH4

0.982

26.5-28.5

I

H

00

TABLE8.5Estimationof„for2.1MeVProtons*■TEGasl (GasCombination)^

Y

Ratio(w)yPromTable8.3
H™p(eV)teGasv1

te/co2

0.957

31.6-34.5

te/Air

0.938

33.0

te/Ar

1.225

31.9-34-3



TABLE8.6CarbonChamber(0.6MeVCarbonRecoils, 0.9MeV«Particlesand0.649Berecoils)
Gas

Densityat23°C -3-3
gemx10

q,/dCmmx10~^ sax

(s)[12c]x mass'^1-2MeVgcm

(S)[ol]v mass7 MeVgcm

(S)f9Be]xmass7^L2MeVgcm

TEgas

1.049

0.0820

1360

800.0

669

co2

1.811

0.0880

860

517.7

596

Air

1.190

0.0600

870

526.8

455

Ar

I.645

O.O75O

620

555.6

308

0H4

0.660

0.0705

1630

940.5

8O3

l

H

VO

O



TABLE8.7WeffValuesEstimatedfromNguyensetal(1980) andIGRTJ51(1979)
Gas

W(eV)(0.6MeV12Cions) fromNguyensetal

W(eV)(0.9MeVaParticles) fromICRU31

Weff(ev)

TEgas

40.0

53.0-1.0
Pig5.5(Ba=l.OMeV)
38.2±0.4

co2

42.5

34.2

Table5.11(E=5.3MeV)
4O.4-0.8

<*4

38.5

30.5-1.0
Pig5.7(Ba=l.OMeV)
36.4-O.4

Ar

-

26.5-0.5
Pig5.8(E=l.OMeV)

-



TABLE8.8ComparisonofWeffRatiosObtainedbyExperimentwithWeff RatiosObtainedfromNguyensetal(l980)andICRU51(1979)
(1)

(2)

(3)

U)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

GasX (Combination^

(ff

Y

(s)x mass12qy

(s)x mass'9-geY
(s)x masseffY
^efPexptY
(w)x efftheory^

Percentage Difference Of(8)&(9)

te/co2

0.932

0.579

1.581

1.545

1.689

1.584

0.984

0.95

+3.46

te/Air

1.367

0.882

1.563

1.520

1.538

1.538

0.992

TE/Ar

1.093

0.638

2.194

2.398

2.172

2.239

1.307

te/ch4

1.163

1.589

0.834

0.850

0.833

0.837

1.144

1.05

+8.22

C02/Air

1.467

1.522

0.989

0.983

0.910

0.979

1.016

C02/Ar

1.173

1.101

1.387

1.552

1.286

1.414

1.327

co2/ch4

1.248

2.744

O.528

0.550

0.493

0.529

1.163

1.11

+4.56

Air/Ar

0.800

0.723

1.403

1.579

1.412

1.445

1.306

Air/CH4

0.851

1.803

0.533

0.560

0.542

O.54O

1.144

Ar/CH4

I.O64

2.492

0.380

0.355

0.384

0.375

0.878



TABLE8.9Estimationof(Weff)air
X

(GasCombination)^

y

Ratio(Ŵ1X1111Table8.8
^eff^air(eV)

TE/Air

0.992

38.5-0.4

COg/Air

1.016

39.8-0.8

Air/CH^

1.144

41.6i0.4

TABLE8.10Estimationof(Weff)argon (GasCombination)^

v

Ratio(Wgf^yfromTable8.8
(W,J(eV)v eff'argonv'

TE/Ar

1.307

29.2-0.4

C02/Ar

1.327

30.4-0.8

Ar/CH4

0.878

32.0i0.4
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CHAPTER 9

ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF TE PLASTIC/TE GAS CHAMBER

9.1 Theory

The final aim of the experimentation in this chapter is to perform

an absolute calibration of the TE/TE chamber in a neutron beam and

thereafter derive the absorbed dose in tissue as measured by the

TE/TE chamber.

In a neutron beam, the determination of the neutron and gamma

absorbed dose in the wall of the ionization chamber involves a

modification of the Bragg^-Gray Theory, as follows:

(DH + Vm = ^ ^ 1 (9.1)
m e

where subscript T refers to measurements made using a TE/TE chamber

in a neutron beam.

0^ = chamber reading in a neutron beam, corrected for temperature
and pressure, saturation, leakage current, polarity and flow-rate.

(^A^T = a"k"kerma"kl0]:1 scatter factor, which is obtained as

follows.

9.1.1 Measurement of Attenuation and Scatter (kA)rp

The introduction of a measuring device into a radiation field

produces attenuation and scatter; because the ionization chamber is
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fairly bulky, scatter from the brass, perspex and "Pufnol'

surroundings is likely to be significant and the factor is

estimated as follows.

Using a subsidiary small chamber, (Exradin TE/Air Chamber), charge

measurements were taken in isolation and also surrounded by the

carbon chamber in the following configurations

1. H.T. electrode and support in front of Exradin (Fig. 9«l)»

2. Exradin in front of centre and guard electrodes and their

support (Fig. 9.2).

3. Exradin between H.T. and centre electrode supports (Fig. 9.5)«

The difference in charge measurements of Exradin in isolation

compared with measurements in the above configurations, gives the

overall scatter factor (k^)^. A combination of methods 1 and 2 is
more likely to be accurate than method 3 alone. This is because the

geometry of method 3 is less favourable in that the sensitive tip

of the Exradin chamber is less likely to detect scatter from

inside the H.T. electrode support.

9.1.2 Determination of the Mass of Gas in the Cavity

One method of obtaining m, the mass of the gas in the cavity, is

by performing an absolute calibration of the TE/TE chamber in a

photon beam, the details of which will be described during the

course of this chapter. This value of m can be checked by

calculation from dimensions and gas density.
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However, the factors involved in the calibration of the TE/TE

chamber in a photon beam are not as well established as the

factors involved in the calibration of a C/Air chamber, for

example, in a photon beam.

For this reason, the C/Air configuration of chamber was calibrated

in a 300kv x-ray beam and the determination of m using this

method was checked by calculating m from dimensions and gas

density. Also the geometry of the C/Air chamber is favourable

as it is of exactly the same dimensions as the TE/TE chamber,

and attenuation and scatter factors can also be estimated by using

the method of Section 9.1.1.

9.2 Calibration of C/Air Chamber in 300kv X-rays

The absorbed dose to the wall of an ionization chamber is related

to the charge collected, Q, by the Bragg^-Gray Theory i.e.c

(Dm)c = ^Sm»g^c (9.2)
m e

Strictly, for JOOkv x-radiation, only a homogenous chamber will

satisfy equation 9«2. However, a C/air chamber with plate

separation of approximately 2mm, in 300kv x-rays, is likely to be

a good Bragg^-Gray approximation, since the maximum ranges of the

secondary electrons produced in the wall of the ionization

chamber are approximately 20cm (iCHH 26).

The absorbed dose to the wall of the ionization chamber can also

be obtained by measurement of exposure. An H.P.L. secondary
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standard, chamber can be used to measure exposure in the absence of

the C/air chamber i.e.

X = .MN (9.3)
c u

where M = secondary standard reading after correction for temperature

and pressure.

= exposure calibration factor for 300kv X-rays.

Prom exposure, the dose to the wall material of the C/air chamber is

obtained by

^m^c = Xc^fm^c (kA^c (9.4)

where (f^ = ^Jf)ca±bori~

G~~77) ■Vfen'»/ 'ai_

Jf) = mass energy absorption coefficient,en"

(k^)c was measured using the method described in Section 9*1*1« The
scatter factors for the 3 methods described are shown in Table 9»1»

the overall scatter factor (k^) was assumed to be 1.24 as derived
from a combination of methods 1 and 2.

By comparing equations 3.2 and 9«4, the dose to the wall of the

C/air chamber is

(j. \ Q W (S ) X (f ) (k.)(D J = c c v m,g'c = c v m'c v A'cm c / \

m e (9.5)
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(9.6)

Alternatively, the value of m can be obtained by calculation from

dimensions as the product of volume and density of gas.

As shown in Table 9«4» m from equation 9*6 and m from dimensions

are equal to within 1%. This indicates that the determination of

m by photon calibration gives good agreement with the calculation

of m from dimensions, and that the method of obtaining (k.) isA C

accurate to within 1%.

9.5 Calibration of TE/TE Chamber in 500kv X-rays

Having established that a photon calibration method compared with

a dimension method gives good agreement in the determination of m

for a C/air chamber, the same procedure can be adopted to determine

m for the TE/TE chamber.

The method involved in deriving m from the photon calibration of

the TE/TE chamber is given in detail by Mijnheer and Williams (1980).

In the calibration beam, the dose to the TE plastic wall is

(Dm)c = 2° 2jS.
m e

The dose to tissue is therefore,

(D.) = % % KJc (9.7)
w C

m e

Therefore, the mass of the gas in the cavity is given by

Q W (S )
c _c ^ m,gyc

m = e

MN (f~J (k.)
c m'c Ac
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The dose to tissue is also obtained from a secondary standard

reading as described previously in equation 9-3 i.e.

(D, ) = Xc ^air ^en^^air ^a) c (9*8)X C
e

. xo Cft)0 (*A)C

Measurements of (k.) for TE chamber in 300kv X-rays are given inA G

Table 9«2.

Equating equations 9-7 and 9.8

m . % ^ (SmJc ("ei/ >m (9.9)
Xc e <Vc <Vc

Xo (ft'o (kA>o
The quantity » can be defined as o(. , the absorbed

Qc °
dose calibration factor.

Therefore m = 1_ ^c ^m,g^ ^en^^m (9.10)
<*c e

Alternatively, the value of m can be obtained by calculation from

dimensions as the product of volume and density of gas.

As shown in Table 9»5>m from equation 9«10 and m from dimensions

are equal to within 1%. This again indicates that the method of

obtaining (k.) is accurate to within 1%.
A G
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9.4 Determination of the Absorbed Dose in

the Neutron Beam Using TE/TE Chamber

Having established a value of m from a photon calibration and from

dimensions, and established the attenuation and scatter factor (k^)^
as shown in Table 9«5» "the neutron and gamma absorbed dose in the

wall of the ionization chamber can be obtained from Equation 9*1 i.e.

(DN + Vm = ^ ^ 1 (9.11)
m e (kA)T

DG
This equation is an approximation which assumes that D^ + D^ is
small, i.e. the absorbed dose due to neutrons is very much greater

than the, absorbed dose due to gamma rays (Williams and Greening 1980),

For the neutron beam used, D^ generally accounts for less than 4% of
the total absorbed dose within the main beam for measurements made

in air (Williams et al 1979). This equation also assumes that the
^T - ^T

quantity — is small, where k^, and h^ are defined as the
sensitivities of the chamber to neutrons and to gamma rays

respectively, relative to its sensitivity to the radiation used for

calibration. It is usual to assume that h^ is unity and that
generally k^ lies in the range 0.95 ~ 1.00.

To relate the absorbed dose in the wall of the ionization chamber to

the absorbed dose in tissue, (D^ + must be multiplied by the
kerma ratio of tissue to TE plastic i.e.

(DH + Vt = ^ ^ (Sm,A 1 A, (9.12)

where subscript t' refers to tissue.
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The value of absorbed dose [(D^ + dq)-(.]]_ of 0.1002 Gy obtained by
this method is shown in Table 9.6 along with all factors

contributing to this value. The subscript 1 refers to the value

of absorbed dose in the neutron beam obtained by the TE/TE chamber.

9.5 Comparison of Absorbed Dose Determination Using
TE/TE Parallel Plate Chamber to Absorbed Dose
Determination Using Polythene/Air Chamber

Having obtained a value of absorbed dose in the neutron beam by

measurement with the TE/TE parallel plate chamber, this value of

absorbed dose can be compared with the absorbed dose in a neutron

beam as measured by the polythene/air chamber, which has been used

as a reference chamber for all charge measurements.

The polythene/air chamber, undergoes a routine calibration by

comparing charge readings with those of an Exradin TE/TE chamber.

The Exradin TE/TE chamber, in turn has been calibrated in a 4MV

photon beam by a similar method as was described in Section 9.2

for the C/Air chamber in 300kv x-rays, (Williams and Greening 1980),

the difference being that no direct measurement of was made.

Therefore a single charge reading of the polythene/air chamber in

a neutron beam corresponds to a certain absorbed dose value, after

correction has been made for temperature and pressure (Williams 1980).
This value of absorbed dose |(D^ + Dq)^.J2 is sil0wn 111 Table 9.6.
The subscript 2 refers to the value of absorbed dose in the neutron

beam obtained by the polythene/air chamber.
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Comparing + 33 measure<^ TE/TE parallel plate chamber

and [<% + DQ)t] 2 as measured by the polythene/air chamber, both
methods give the same value to within 1%.



TABLE9.1CarbonChamber-Estimationof(k.)inJOOkvX-rays
xxC

Configurationof Exradin

ChargeMeasurement (10-9C)
Estimationof(k.)

xxG

Inisolation

4.33

AsinFigure1

4.72

) )1.24

AsinFigure2

4.99

J

AsinFigure3

5.28

1.22

o

TABLE9-2TEPlasticChamber-Estimationofinneutronbeam Configurationof Exradin

ChargeMeasurement (io-9c)
Estimationof(k^),p

Inisolation

1.88

AsinFigure1

2.00

) J1.12

AsinFigure2

1.99

)

AsinFigure3

2.09

1.11



TABLE9.3TEPlasticChamber-Estimationof(k.)in300kvX-rays
AC

Configurationof Exradin

ChargeMeasurement (10-9C)
Estimationof(k.)

i*.c

Inisolation

4.12

AsinFigure1

4.49

) )1.24

AsinFigure2

4.75

)

AsinFigure3

5.10

1.24

I PO

0

1



TABLE9.4FactorsInvolvedintheAbsoluteCalibration ofC/AirChamberin300kvX-rays
Method

FactorsInvolved

SourceofReference

m(kg)

Calibration

Q=25.4x10~9C
Method

—n w-35-73Jcx

Attixetal(1968)

e s=1.015m,g

Attixetal(1968)

M=32.6 <>VAarbon=^x̂
Hubbell(1977)

<WAlr=̂x10"2m2kg"1)
forI5OkeVx-rays

(fm)c=53.53Gyc"1kg N=2.724X10~4Ckg"1 O

WilliamsandGreening(1980)
2.40x10"6

Dimension Method

Volume=2.001cm Density=1.19mgcmât23°C

2.38x10~6



TABLE9.*5FactorsInvolved,intheAbsoluteCalibration ofTE/TEChamberin300kvX-rays
Method

FactorsInvolved

SourceofReference

m(kg)

Q=1.92x10"8Cc M=30.59 N=2.724x10~4Ckg"1 0

w .=33.73Jc"1 air
e

w=29.25jc"1 0

e (^enX/Oair=1*355x10_2m2kg"3"! (nen^^t=!*49x10"2m2kg"3"! (^en^A-150=1,481X10"2m2) (S)=1.Q0v m»g7

WilliamsandGreening(1980) Attixetal(1968) GoodmanandCoyne(1980) Hubbell(1977) for150keVx-rays

1.474x10"6

Dimension Method

Volume=1.412cm^ Density=1.049mgcmât23°C

1.481x10"6

(V)
O

ON



TABLE9.6
ComparisonofAbsorbedDoseasMeasured byTE/TEChamberwithAbsorbedDoseas MeasuredbyPolythene/AirChamber

Method

FactorsInvolved

SourceofReference

AbsorbedDose

te/te Chamber

=5.05x10~9C
wN=31.9Jc"1

e S=1.0m»g ja=0.971
*tn m=1.478x10~6kg

GoodmanandCoyne(1980) DatafromCoyne(1980) SpectrumfromBonnet(1979)
1

\+Vt]
x=0.1002Gy

Polythene/ AirChamber

=̂1.407x10~9C

K+Vt
2=0.1008Gy
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CHAPTER 10

RATIOS OF SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS CHAMBERS:
COMPARISON WITH OTHER AUTHORS

The sensitivities of various chambers are frequently required,

particularly in the determination of the individual neutron and

gamma dose in a mixed radiation field.

Por this reason, the responses of the chamber combinations used

in the experiments of Chapter 6 are compared with the responses

of chambers of other authors, where available.

^1
The ratio of responses, =—, of chambers used in this thesis are

B1
shown in Table 10.1. These are compared with the ratio of

^2
responses — of other parallel-plate and also thimble type chambers

2
as used by Kuhn (l979)» Attix et al (1980), Hiroaka et al (l97l)

and Kuchnir et al (1979) as detailed in Table 10.1.

10.1 Comparison of Parallel-Plate Chambers

10.1.1 TE/TE - TE/Air

A]_
The ratio of sensitivities, , of a combination of TE/TE and

B1
TE/Air chambers, at 6, 4 and 2mm plate separations, shows good

a2
agreement with the ratio of sensitivities at both 3*3 and 15MeV

2
of a similar parallel-plate chamber as described by Kuhn (l979)«

The fact that the ratio of sensitivities in all cases is

approximately the same value implies that the sensitivities of both

TE/TE and TE/Air chamber do not vary with plate separation or energy.
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The plate separation constancy is confirmed by Chapter 6 which

shows that the sensitivities of both chambers do not vary in the

range 0.1 - 10mm.

10.1.2 C/C02 - C/Air

A^ QbtOUJr\&3 -p
The ratio of sensitivities =— represent neutrons with an average

1

energy of Q.MeY (Chapter l). Comparison with Kuhris results ■efoi'"
^2 U

neutron energy of 15.0MeV shows a generally higher ratio of —;

?Poi* <X 2
comparison with neutron energy of 5- 3MeV shows a generally lower

a2 -
ratio of —.

2

A combination of experimental results and those of Kuhn indicates

a definite linear relationship between the ratio of sensitivities

of C/CO2 - C/Air chambers with increasing energy, at the plate
separations of 8, 6 and /1mm.

10.1.5 Thimble Type Chambers

Comparison is also given in Table 10.1 of ratio of sensitivities

of the parallel-plate chamber with certain thimble type chambers.

The plate separations of the thimble type chambers are calculated

as the distance ef-.-radiuB between the tip of the centre electrode

and the spherical guard ring. As is shown in all cases, a realistic

comparison between the parallel-plate chambers and thimble type

chambers of the same material cannot be made, which is not unexpected.



table10.1

RatioofResponsesoftheParallel-Plate Chamber,andComparisonwithotherAuthors
Chamber

Parallel-PlateChamber

Comparison

Combination A,B

Plate Sep,d.

Relative"S. SensitivityB^
Chamber Type

Sep/Volume

Neutron Energy(MeV)
Relative^2 SensitivityB2

Author

TE/TE-TE/Air

6mm

1.25

Parallel- Plate

6mm

15.0

1.24

Kuhn(1979)

TE/TE-TE/Air
ijium

1.25

II

4mm

15.0

1.25

Kuhn(1979)

TE/TE-TE/Air

2mm

1.25

II

2mm

15.0

1.23

Kuhn(1979)

TE/TE-TE/Air

6mm

1.25

II

6mm

3.3

1.29

Kuhn(1979)

TE/TE-TE/Air

4mm

1.25

II

4mm

3.3

1.24

Kuhn(1979)

TE/TE-TE/Air

2mm

1.25

II

2mm

3.3

1.25

Kuhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

8mm

1.27

II

8mm

15.0

1.61

Kuhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

6mm

1.27

II

6mm

15.0

1.52

Khhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

4mm

1.35

II

4mm

15.0

1.58

Kuhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

8mm

1.27

II

8mm

3.3

1.13

Kuhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

6mm

1.27

II

6mm

3.3

1.12

Kuhn(1979)

C/C02-C/Air

4mm

1.35

II

4mm

3.3

1.16

Kuhn(1979)

te/te-te/co2

6mm

0.80

Thimble Type

lcm^

14.8

1.34

Attixetal (1980)

c/te-c/co2

6mm

1.06

it

lcm^

14.8

1.36

II

te/te-c/co2

10mm

4-55

ti

4.2cm^

7.0

6.21

Hiraokaet al(1971)

C/Air-C/C02

8mm

0.79

ii

2cm^

8.0

1.31

Kuchniret al(1979)

K>
H

V_M
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CHAPTER 11

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A variable plate separation,, variable gas pressure, detachable

plate ionization chamber has been constructed and tested. Some

considerable problems were encountered during construction

e.g. machining of graphite screws, sealing of vacuum tight tank

etc. (Chapter 2). The problems encountered during the testing

of each chamber configuration have been described in Chapter 3-

The ionization chamber has functioned as expected, (confirmed by

Kuhn, Chapter 10). Prom a design point of view, it has proved to

be advantageous in the following ways. The detachable plates

enable the ionization chamber to be used in a routine fashion to
W

obtain information on any machinable solid or any gas. The
A

variable pressure facility enables a Bragg^-Gray approximation in

the measurement of W values in any gas, for protons and carbon

wall recoils. Indeed, if the W value is known for recoils from

a particular wall material in a particular gas, then the W values

of the same recoils in any gas can be estimated. Because of its

bulk, the scattering coefficient, k^, of the ionization chamber can
be estimated using a smaller chamber. In this respect, the design

of the ionization chamber is advantageous over thimble type chambers

which would require the construction of a much smaller chamber, hence
"fo construct a smaller chamber,

is impractical^ The design of the chamber has enabled the C/Air
chamber to be used as a confirmation of the photon calibration

method of obtaining m, the mass of gas in the cavity, before an

absolute calibration of the TE/TE chamber was performed.
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The charge per unit plate separation (igg^AO h33 been determined
for TE/Air, TE/TE, C/Air, C/C02 and C/TE chambers in the range
d - 0.1 - 18mm (Chapters A, 5 and 6). It has been shown that

P-sat/cL for both TE/TE and TE/Air chambers is constant in this
range. In routine dosimetry, a TE/TE chamber is generally used

for comparison of dose for day-to-day measurements. The fact

that both TE/TE and TE/Air chambers exhibit a constancy of !sa-(-/d
with increasing d indicates that a TE/Air chamber could be used

routinely, with a simple correction made as an initial calibration.

This would avoid the problems associated with gas flow, porosity

of gas carrying tubes (Williams 1980), setting up of gas transporting

apparatus etc., and would be less expensive.

Comparison of q^^/d measurements of C/C02 and C/TE chambers in
an air atmosphere, with measurements in a C02 and TE gas atmosphere
respectively, has shown that air contamination does occur as a

result of the porosity of graphite. If other chamber materials are

to be used, diffusion and gas flow measurements must be made to

ensure no gas contamination by air. The issue can be avoided

entirely by using the chamber inside the vacuum tight tank. q. ,^/d
for C/C02, C/Air and C/TE chambers is not constant in the range
d = 0.1 - 18mm, but is in agreement with appropriate kerma,

stopping power, density and range data (Chapter 6).

The fact that the value of (igg^/d) l°r all chamber combinations
is the same for extrapolation of saturation curve and for corrected

fix:ed voltage measurements, indicates that there is no charge

soakage in the ionization chamber plates leading to inaccurate

consecutive charge measurements.
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The relative charged particle contribution in C/C02, C/Air and
C/TE ionization chambers has been estimated (Chapter 7).

Agreement of theory and experiment is generally good except in

the case of the C/TE chamber where protons and heavy recoils are

treated simultaneously. This lack of agreement is due primarily

to the properties of the protons e.g. energy, range, etc. vastly

differing from those of the-heavy recoils. This means that a

small change in one parameter of the protons results in a large

change in the overall relative charged particle contribution due

to prot'ons.

topping pouoer Orx) W
It is apparent that there is a lack of^data concerning heavy
recoils, particularly C, 0 and N ions, and no data concerning

the less abundant recoils of Be and B. In particular, the

method for deriving the stopping power of these recoils from that

of protons (Chapter 7) is an empirical method which takes no

account of the charge of the various recoils, In addition, the

extrapolation of the proton stopping powers to low energies

introduces further errors (Chapter 6).

The lack of accurate stopping power data for heavy recoils and

a particles has repercussions on both relative charged particle

contribution measurements and W value measurements, and indeed

in most aspects of neutron dosimetry.
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APPENDIX 1

HIGH VOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT FOR COMPARATOR

PAD! 2 ZK Qa.9KSI

0 \ksl
L.

-0-15V

The diodes are specially selected low leakage (lpA maximum) so

that when they are reverse biased as in normal operation, they

take no current from the input signal.

When the input signal is > 12Y (+ve), diode D^ is turned on and
limits positive excursion.

When the input signal is > 12Y (-ve), diode is turned on and

limits negative excursion.
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APPENDIX 2

GENERALISED EQUATIONS FOR PARTICLE ENERGIES

AND SPECTRA RESULTING EROM NEUTRON INTERACTIONS

The general problem is that a neutron of mass, m, and energy En,
reacts with a nucleus of mass A. The result of the interaction

is the production of two particles with masses and II, with
-X- -¥r

excitation energies of E^ and E,, . The energy, Q, released in
the reaction is given by the differences in rest mass between

the initial and final products i.e.

Q = [(A + n) - (l^ + Mg)] x 951-ldl MeY 2.1
(masses in a.m.u.)

Q = - E,j (the threshold energy for the reaction)
In most reactions, Q will be negative.

The angles made by the products and M2 with the initial
direction of the neutron in the centre of mass system are 0^ and
0p, where 0? = tc + 0,.

2

Applying considerations of conservation of energy and momentum in

centre of mass space

*1 V1- "2 v2

M^2 + BjV2 eI+O-E'-E.,*
Lm + A J
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Hence

2M
C A En + (Q - E1* - Eg*))
m + A

The velocity, u^, of the particle in the laboratory system is
given by

2 2 2
= V1 + v2 + 2vl v2 COS 61

^2 ( A E + (Q - E * - E 2)) + 2m En
+ Mg) m + A x (ITm)'

2m E I2
n

(A + m)'
cos

2.2

The energy E^ of the particle in the laboratory system is

E1 = (1 - **1 ) ( A E + (Q - E *-E *)) + m 2 E
r^ + iy^m + A11 1 2 (A + m)

(1 - *1 ) ( A E + (Q-E *-E *))"
+ Mg m + A

m "L- En
(A + m)'

cos
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It may be assumed that the third term in Equation B.3 is very

much smaller than the first and second terms, therefore, for

ease of calculation, the approximation is made that

E = (1 - ^ ) ( A E = (Q - E * - E *)) + m *1 2

I^+^m + A x (A + m)
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